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Waldoboro Garage FRIENDS AND FELLOW EMPLOYEES
Again Entered
BID FAREWELL TO ROY WITTICK
By Thieves

OF BIRDS EYE

A few bars of candy were the
only loot taken by thieves in a
break into the Waldoboro Garage
in Thomaston sometime Saturday
night, according to the Knox
County Sheriff's Department.
Sheriff P. Willard Pease said
thieves
entered
the
garage
through a display room door on
the side of the building after pry
ing it open. Bars of candy from
four boxes were missing and pa
pers were strewn about the office
floor. A safe in the office was un
touched.
Virgil Morton of Thomaston, an
employe of the garage, discovered
the break when he arrived early
Sunday morning to check the
plant.
Several breaks have been inves
tigated in the same garage by the
Sheriffs Department in the past
few years.

Assessors Will
Meet Wednesday

In Camden
Town Manager Stirling Morris
of Camden will be host Wednesday
to city and town assessors from
Knox, Lincoln and Waldo Counties
who will meet at thc Camden
Opera House on that day for an in
structional period.
The session will start at 9
O'clock in the morning and is ex
pected to last most of the day.
Edward Birkenwald from the state
bureau of taxation will lead the
program.

Photo by McKeon
Roy Wittirk, former operations manager for the Birds Eye Division,
General Foods Corp., prepares to sign himself out on the trawler de
parture schedule to illustrate his farewell to Roekland for Mrs. Wittirk.
The General Foods Corp, official will report to the White Plains, N. Y.
main headquarters for his new office which may he in the mid-west.
He was feted ut a farewell party at the Roekland plant Friday night
attended by plant, office and ship employes of the former Birds Eye
Division. A new concern, 40 Fathom Fisheries, took over operations
recently. Mrs. Wittirk holds two ship's table clocks she und her hus
band received from the employees.

Grass Fires Plagued

Knox County Over

Knox County

The Weekend

Veteran Honored
By the V. F. W.
Donald C. Carter of Friendship,
Commander of the Stone-ScottWatson Post, Veterans of Foreign
Wars, will be a special guest
March 28 at Winslow at a banquet
for Cooper T. Holt of Chattanooga,
Tenn., National Commander-inChief of the VFW.
Carter gained the honor by be
ing Commander of one of two
Maine VFW posts which thc same
day reported 100% of their 1956
membership as members for 1957.
A World War II Navy veteran,
Carter has been a VFW member
since 1945. He served in both Eu
rope and the Pacific during the
war and was overseas for three
years.
He is married to the former
Esther Simmons, and they have
two children, Doreen 6. and Pres
ton 5.

Maine Democrats

Observe Jackson
Day With Dinner
"The notion that the Maine
Democratic Party is shorthanded
in the leadership department is
a convenient Action wishfully con
cocted by desperate Republican
politicians”, Dr. John C. Donovan
of Lewiston, Chairman of t.he
Democratic State Committee, told
Westbrook Democrats at their an
nual Jackson day dinner on Sat
urday evening.
Everywhere we go these days
attractive and able young people
arc to be found building a strong
er Democratic Party because they
have faith in the future of this
state now that two-party competi
tion is guaranteed on a permanent
basis.
"In contrast with the Republi
can Party, we put our young peo
ple to work within the Part>- and.
indeed, elect them to major
office", Dr. Donovan continued.
He pointed out that the average
age of thc Governor, Congress
man Frank Coffin, National Com-

ley. Park Street. Camden. Shingles
on the Bagley house, a canoe on
top of a saw horse, and a nearby
stawtberry patch were slightly
damaged.

The third Camden fire requiring
Spring came to Knox County the services of the firemen on
with the sound of fire sirens. Be Saturday was a grass fire in the
tween the relatively warm weath Eaton Field, off High Street. This
er and the strong March winds, entailed no damage.
Rockland had its plague on
brush and grass are as dry as
Saturday.
Sunday and Monday.
tinder and ordinarily harmless
On Saturday afternoon a woods
fires got out of control, requiring
fire near Pen Bay Acres threat
the attendance of local fire de
ened for a while the newly con
partments.
structed home of Charles Foote,
Over the weekend a grass fire
Jr., there.
Five boys started a
at the place owned by Chester
cook-out, hamburgers and pota
Wotton. Cushing, got out of con
toes. The wind carried the sparks
trol and destroyed a small barn
to the tinder-dry woods and an
and shed. Wotton lost some lum
acre was burned over before the
ber and but for the timely arrival
fire was halted just short of the
of Walter Dyer, a former Rock
Foote house. Total damage: The
land fireman, and the Cushing and
loss of meat and potatoes by five
Friendship volunteer fire depart
youngsters, ranging in age from
ments the fire would have spread
nine to 15 years.
across. Route 97 to a couple of
Sunday afternoon high winds
chicken houses owned by him.
Warren firemen answered two carried blazing embers from the
alarms for grass fires, one on Fri Park Street dump in Rockland to
the land behind the Samuel Small
day night, the other, near the
East Warren dump, on Sunday Meat Packing Plant on Upper
morning. They reported no dam Park Street, setting the grass on
fire.
age.
Fire Chief Wesley Knight re
Rockport firemen were called to
Simonton’s Corner Saturday to ex minds all Rockland residents tha
tinguish a small grass fire at the city ordinance requires the issu
William Frye place. About one- ance of a permit before outdoo*
half of an acre was burned over fires may be started in Rockland
without damage to other property. He urges all to comply with thi
Camden rang in three alarms law and avoid extra and costly
for grass fires on Saturday, the alarms.
On Monday morning the Rock
most potentially dangerous one
on tdp of Mt. Battie when wind land Fire Department answered
spread a lire, stalled by four an alarm caused by a chinme;
boys, to nearby undergrowth. Fast fire in the home of Leroy Bridge
work by the boys extinguished the in Pleasant Gardens. There wa.
fire before arrival of the depart no damage.

ment.
A fire believed to have been
started from windblown embers
from a nearby incinerator on Sat
urday afternoon set fire to the
grass near the home of Ted Bagmitteeman Richard Dubord, Exe
cutive Sccrctarj' Robert Huse and
thc State Chairman is 37. "I dare
say that if Governor Muskie had
been a Republican, he would now
be third vice president of the
Young Turks hopelessly involved
in trying to get a new idea into
the tired prose of a GOP plat
form," Donovan added.

Slow Down and Live!

MINSTREL SHOW
Friday, March 29
8.15 P. M.

WATTS HALL, THOMASTON
Howard Crockett, Director
Adults $1,011 Donation
Children Under High School Age
50c Donation
Benefit Senior Class Trip
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GO TO MEREDITH FURNITURE CO. For the
Largest LINOLEUM HEADQUARTERS in Knox County
Wide Selection of INLAID, ASPHALT TILE, RUBBER TILE, PLASTIC
TILE AND LINO-TILE. Every Color and Design.
OUR EXPERT MECHANICS WILL CUSTOM TAILOR YOUR FLOOR
TO YOUR INDIVIDUAL TASTE!
Juft Call Us For Free Estimate ... We Also Excell in Sub-Floor
Work!!

VENETIAN BLINDS
i FREE installation

• free estimates

MEREDITH FURNITURE CO.
313 MAIN STREET

PHONE 1425

ROCKLAND, MAINE
37-T-tf
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Union High Wins First Annual
Courier Sportsmanship Award
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Apparent Suicidal

New Chief of

Try Fails; Victim In

Ground Observers

Serious Shape

For Rockland

Jarvis Robbins, 76 year old
Howard E. Crozier, retired line
Rockland man, is still in “critical” man for the New England Tele
condition at Knox Hospital Mon phone and Telegraph Company,
day afternoon from a bullet wound was named Chief Observer for the
in his right temple received Sun Roekland Ground Observer Corps
day afternoon that the Knox Coun at a meeting of the group held
ty Sheriff’s Department ruled Wednesday night at the Farns
“self-inflicted.”
worth Museum.
Sheriff P. Willard Pease said
Crozier will succeed forme:Monday morning that the .32 cali Chief Observer Mrs. Adele Y. Lunber bullet had entered Robbins’ dell of Rockland who resigned re
right temple and is still lodged be cently.
hind his left eye, and it was “ap
The Wednesday night meeting
parently self-inflicted’’.
His de was a regular training session for
partment launched an investiga the group conducted by Sgt. Rob
tion Sunday night as soon as they ert Brooks of the Bangor Filter
received word of the shooting.
Center.
Authorities believe the bullet
was fired from a .32 caliber re
volver* owned by Robbins, in his C-D To Hold Course
small one room apartment at 9
Of Instruction
Union street sometime during
mid-afternoon Sunday. The shot At U. of M.
was .not heard by landlord James
Maine's llfth Civil Defense Staff
Hanley in his downstairs apart
ment and Robbins was not dis College will be opened at the Uni
covered until later in the after versity of Maine Monday by
noon when Hanley heard his calls. Stale Director Walter H. Kennett,
He found Robbins sprawled on the Governor's Council Chaiiman Dr.
Roswell P. Bates, Orono, Rev.
floor. This was about 3.15 p. m.
Robbins told Hanley he had Richard Batchelder, University of
taken a terrible fall.
Maine chaplain, and federal Civil
The sheriff’s department was no Defense deputy regional admini
tified later in the day and the strator A. A. Morrissette of Har
wounded man was taken to Knox vard, Mass.
Hospital. Pease said the gun was
Assistant Director Charles Cald
Union High School, depicted in thc composite picture above, was named recipient ol the 1957 found wrapped in a blood-soaked well. Jr., said this week that more
Courier-Gazette Sportsmanship Award which is based on player conduct of both boys’ and girls’ squads, handkerchief atop a stove in the than 40 specialized instructors
and thc conduct of the coaches, fans and cheerleaders. Thi* boys’ basketball squad is shown in the upper room
will give lectures at this admini
left section, a group of fans at the right, and in the lower left section, left to right. Principal and Coach
Tenants of the apartment house strative course, including repre
Bill Roehon, hoys’ team captain Ken Calderwood, girls’ team captain Maxine Tolman, and cheerleader
told authorities they heard no shot sentatives of the Red Cross, mili
captain Annette Austin.
and several were questioned as to tary and State Forestry Depart
Union High School, a class S' maroon felt banner with black son with four wins against 15
...
, ..
.
*
the exact time of the shooting ment.
Most instructors will he
school and one of the six teams lettering, is donated by The Cou losses, came out on top in sports
which Pease was unable to deter members of state, federal, county
in the Medomak Valley League rier-Gazette but is sponsored by manship and gentlemanly tactics
mine immediately.
or local Civil Defense organiza
was selected to receive the 1957 school officials and basketball on the floor. Against strong opRobbins was in ill health and tions.
First Annual Courier-Gazette Knox fans throughout Knox County.
; position throughout Ihe season, was under a doctor’s treatment.
Sixty volunteers are enrolled
Countyr Basketball Sportsmanship
It was originated this year by the boys have exhibited what the
from 12 counties.
Award in an announcement made school officials who felt a need of selection committee considered
Residents from this area who
Fireman Resigns
this week.
such an award in local basketball their best In play.
plan to attend arc:
playing
schools.
J
The
system
of
selection
by
Union High, located in the vil
William G. Hurd of North
Frcm Rockland
Vinalhaven High School received sportswriters was set up by a
lage of Union, and boasting an en
Haven, Archie A. Stevens of
rollment of five seniors in a stu honorable mention by the sports- committee of five school officials [Sprifl rttYlPfll
Rockport and Major Elmer Bgrdo
F
dent bod.v of 63 pupils, was judged writers despite a slim schedule, who included Principals Carroll
of Rockland.
Rockland fireman Robert Sprowl
first on sportsmanship displayed Tl*6 school, located on the small Wallace of Thomaston. Frederick
by the boys and girls basketball1 island, is handicapped transporta- Richards of Rockport, William of 48 Thomaston Street tendered
squads, the cheerleaders, the tion-wise in their scheduling of Roehon of Union and Richard his resignation from the fire de Will Go South
coaches, officials and fans through-, basketball contests. Despite this, Goodridge of Camden, and Ath- partment Monday morning. City
out the recent season.
tliey have managed to scrape to letic Director Lawrence Plummer Manager Lloyd K. Allen reported. With U. of M.
Sprowl. who has been a mem
The award committee of four I
ei«h2. c0n‘Mt«'
five of Rockland. The selection com
Baseball Players
Knox County sportswriters repre of them. The committee felt the mittee w’as made up of Commis- ber of the regular department a
Two Knox County youths will
senting three newspapers and a team members, both boy's’ and sioner Wotton, Leonard Harlow of little over one year, has accepted
the
Bangor Daily" News,
Alena employment as a bus driver. Hb travel with the 1957 Universitj
radio station and a fifth member, girls’ squads, have exhibited a
becomes
effective of Maine baseball squad as ii
Maine Basketball Commissioner strong desire to play’ fair but hard Starrett of the Portland Press resignation
April
1.
in
their
court
battles.
Herald,
Edward
McKeon
of
The
heads for warmer climes during
Charles Wotton, selected the team
Another
temporary
fireman, spring vacation on its annual
Rockland High, the county’s big Courier-Gazette
and
Raymond
at a meeting in The CourierBertram Snow, will complete hi3 southern baseball tour.
school, undergoing a losing sea- Gross of WRKD.
Gazette office last week.
duties this week.
He has been
David Deshon of Rockland, an
Selected for honorable mention
working with the regular depart infielder and Thomas Leadbettei
was Vinalhaven High School and EVEN TRAFFIC LIGHTS DO NOT
ment on a temporary status of Owls Head, manager, will leave
Rockland High School.
throughout the winter.
March 28 with the team.
This is the first year the award PREVENT CRASH AT BAD CORNER
City Manager Allen announced
On the Bear’s schedule are such
is being presented. It is planned
that applications are available in teams as Army, Navy, Westerr
to be an annual event in Knox
his office for anyone interested in Maryland,
Rutgers University,
County basketball circles.
joining the department as a regu and Upsala College. The six con
Union. MVL champions this year,
lar.
tests are part of the pre-season
’ost out in a class S state tourna
schedule.
ment battle in Lewiston last
Knox Hospital
month. They have a record of 14
City Rec League
wins against five losses in their
Renders Aid In
over-all schedule.
Ends Foul-Shooting
The season was a hectic one for
Six Accidents
‘he Unionites who fought for Knox
Contest
County small school honors and
Saturday, Ingrid
Davis,
19
were well spoken of in state
months old daughter of Mrs. Mari
David Knowlton, 11 year old
•ircles on the high caliber of play
lyn Davis of Port Clyde received Owls Head fifth grader, was tops
ind sportsmanship exhibited.
treatment for a fractured right in the City Recreation League
Coaching the boys basketball
leg sustained when she fell down Fifth and Sixth Grade Division
‘earn is Principal Bill Roehon who
thc stairs at her home. The child foul shooting contest Saturday
was recipient of a similar award
was released following treatment. morning beating out 33 partici
in
1954 while coaching East
Alan Carroll, nine year old son pants for the championship.
Corinth in the “small school”
of Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Carroll
Knowlton copped 12 of 15 tries in
ournament that year.
of Thomaston was treated for a the preliminaries, putting him in
Top scorers on the boys’ squad
fracture of the right wrist and the finals with Lester Raye who
his year included Capt. Ken
contusion of the face and head re won a shootoff gaining 9 of 15
Calderwood with 245 points, coceived when he iell from a tree shots to put him in the finals.
■aptain Fred “Butch” Morine
he was climbing near his home.
Raye beat out Billy Swanson in
with 154 points. John Hanley with
Catherine Garland, 15. daughter the shootoff.
205 points, Truman Hilt with 137
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Walsh of
Knowlton scored five of 15 t«
um. 117
Photo by McKeon
TOints and. Craig Walker ..
with
117
.
. ,
•
c a. u
Damage to the two cars involved in a collision Saturday afternoon 107 North Main street was treated win the title as Raye dropped be
joints.
th«» junction of Broadway and Park street is pictured above. The for a lacerated right wrist. She low this mark with only four com
The school’s girls basketball vehicle in the right foreground was operated hy Ilcne Beaulieu, 28, of injured the wrist when her hand pletions.
iquad, equally considered in the Lewiston and sustained heavy damage to the front end. hood and accidentally went through a glass
With fhe results of the fifth and
selections, is coached by Ann Bumper. The second ear, shown in the background, was driven by door panel. She was released.
sixth grade contest, the City Rec
Clarence Haraden, 61, of 243 Limerock street. Damage to the left side,
Messer, an English teacher at thc fenders and doors was reported al $100. Both drivers escaped injury.
Charles Rich, 36. of 4 State reation League foul shooting conschool.
Police said Bcuulicu passed through a red light while driving west on street was treated for a scalp tests came to an end.
Top scorers this year, as the Park street and struck Ihe Haraden ear passing south on Broadway. laceration received in a fall. He
earn gathered in five wins against Beaulieu faced tralfie charges in Municipal Court Monday morning.
was released.
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
line losses were: Connie Knight,
William Young of 118 Thomaston
prize
for
the
American
Heritage
dream HOUSE
TJ)2; Charlotte Kennedy, 135; Cap- Thomaston DAR
street received a laceration over
scrapbook and Mrs. Nellie Star- his right eye in an incident on Wil A white house with green shutain Maxine Tolman. 34; and Lita
ters.
rett’s third grade won third prize low street Saturday night. He was
Choate, 44.
Contests Winners
And s.vringa by the wall —
Other members of the girls
for their poem and song. These treated and released.
A big. old fashioned kitchen '
.quad are Diane Hilt, Margaret Announced
winners were chosen from entries
On Sunday, J. Frank Currier of
Where folks could sit and talk.
Torrey, Judy Payson, Gretchen
from all over the state.
South Thomaston received treat With dainty ruffled curtains
Contest winners of the DAR
Russell, Nan Berry and Norma
ment for a laceration of the left
And a window with a view —
much eagicr ,0 figure ,hat
3ennett. The team has scored a sponsored contests named at the
finger. The finger was injured Maybe a cozy fireplace.
And a rocking chair for two.
total of 477 points against the State DAR Conference in Portland the world owes you a living than when Currier was sharpening a
I
last week were: Poster contest, r is to prove your claim.
opponent’s 619.
A place for dogs and babies
And you, with smiling eye’s _
The rest of the boy's squad is Paul Tibbetts, a third grade stu- -------------------------------------It isn t only a dream house
composed of Carl Cunningham, dent, son of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
But
to me it’s Paradise.
Tohn Pushaw. Ronald Bennett. Tibbetts, first prize and Brenda
NOTICE
—
Ina Ladd Brown
Walter Greenlaw, Roger Austin. Peterson, a fourth grade student,
Ernest Tolman, Terry Kirkpatrick daughter of Mrs. Daniel Preston,
FORMER BIRDS EYE FISHERIES EMPLOYEES
winning second prize. Mrs. Peryl
and manager William Lemar.
-WANTEDINTERESTED IN WORKING FOR
The school^ eheerleading squad, Robinson's sixth grade won first
that helped bring the honor to thc
40 FATHOM FISHERIES, INC.
Antique Boreans, Com:
school, is captained by An
and Bash Stands in pine,
Please Report at
or marble top; also I
nette
Austin.
Co-captain
is SENIOR CARNIVAL AND DANCE
Dishes and Pictare Fran
At Appleton Community Hall
Beverly Upham.
Other squad
Personnel Dept., 79 Mechanic St.
members are Connie Knight, MARCH 28 - 8 to 12 P. M. |
BUD JORDAN
Monday through Friday, March 25-29,
Judith Payson. Juanita Hunt and
VINAL’S ORCHESTRA
1 BROAD ST. PLAC
Between
8
a.
m.
and
5
p.
m.
Price
50c
Helen Lindquist.
TEL. 434
The award, a large 48 by 60 inch
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Safe Drivers Rewarded By NET&T

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

TiMsday-Thursday-Saturday

What Of Tha Future?

Editor and Publisher, John M. Richardson
Three Times a Week
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Limerock Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874
The Courier was established and consolidated with the
Gazette in 1882. The Free Press was established in 1855.
and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These papers
consolidated March 17, 1897.
Subscriptions $7 50 per year, payable in advance. Single
copies 10c. Circulation 5273.

EDITORIAL
THE OLD GUARD REMAINS

ibljs...*.

JPW2»X-

■HKSWS'*:
Eugene M. Clark, line foreman, and Earl Smith. l’BX foreman, both of Roekland, accept the «tafe
driving plaques awarded them for 20 or more years of safety on the roads, by Norman Mitchell, district
plant superintendent, of Rangor. Left to right, in thc picture, are < lark. Smith, Mitchell and Robert Dan
Photo by McKeon
iels, District Wire ( hief in Rockland.

safe driving cards to several of drivers in this district who had
was held Friday night for the em the employees for a year of driv such accident-free records.
The 11 were: E. C. Ausplund. A.
ing without accidents.
ployees of the Rockland-Belfast
Safe driving plaques for 20 or tv. Bowley, E. W. Clark, F. A.
district of the New England Tele
Eddy. tV. C. Flanagan. G. French.
more years of safe driving were
phone and Telegraph Company at
C. R. Lake. J. C. Robertson, R. R.
presented to Earle Smith, PBX Robertson. G. Seabury and E. B.
the Rockland American Legion
foreman, and Eugene Clark, line Smith.
Home.
Several company officials were
Raymond Connelly, general su- foreman both of Rockland. They
perlntendent in Bangor, presented accepted them on behalf of 11 guest speakers.

A safe driving awards banquet

Service Notes

VETERAN URGES COMRADES
TO JOIN AMERICAN LEGION
FOR THEIR OWN BENEFIT

' Following some of the voting results that Republicans
last Fall found unpleasant, scrutiny of the campaign, its
successes and its failures, became keen. To be utterly
frank, there were those who ascribed some lack of success
to top management of the party, and it was not uncommon
to hear demands that new management be voted into office.
“There is nothing unusual in this. It is easy, perhaps
natural, to make somebody the “goat” for a result that was
perhaps inescapable anyway. So the business meeting of
the Republican State Committee was looked forward to as
one in which organizational changes would be made.
“That meeting has come and gone. By a vote of
fifteen to seven the Committee refused to oust Chairman
John F. Weston and Vice Chairman Marie McLaughlin;
and, that having failed, the Committee voted unanimously
lo continue them in office. Mr. Weston said that the vote
had "cleared the atmosphere,” and that his party will
now move forward as a unit.
“That is as it should be. The voting in the meeting
should have ended for good the attempt to change officers,
an attempt that might have brought disruption. Harmony,
and hard work, are what the GOP needs. Both should be
possible now that the murmurs and the strife seem to
have been eliminated.”
The Sunday Telegram carried the above optimistic
article but their Pollyanna faith that "now murmurs and
the strife seems to have been eliminated” is not likely to
be borne out by the events of the future. Had the full mem
bership of the board been present the opinion of the voters
of Maine would have been more clearly indicated.
The voters of Maine have voiced their feelings about
the methods of the Old Guard of the GOP beyond any ques
tion on the past three visits to the polls. It must be re
membered hat even the vote for Dwight Eisenhower was
one of the lowest, percentage-wise, in the Nation.
The Old Guard is preparing to sing the swan song of
the GOP in Maine.

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—

preference in Civil Service exams
veteran, or in financial help for college,
aren’t you interested in your and in many other services and
welfare.
town, y6ur country, now even
What’s thc matter, veteran?
yourself? Do you know that thc Who do you think supports the
American Legion of thus town has veterans' hospitals which make it
one of the best homes to be found possible for veterans such as you
in Maine? Do you know that a to get prompt and efficient medi
handful of hardworking mem cal treatment? In many cases
bers are struggling to maintain they are far beyond the means of
it? There is no reason why the the average pocketbook. Who do
membership shouldn’t be ten. yes you think preserves the incidents
even 20 times, what it is now. and our associations in the two
And that means active members. great wars?
Who spreads and communicates j
At recent meetings of thc
Gary D. Long, son of Mr. and American Legion it was even im to our townspeople an American- i
Mrs. J. C. Long of 10 Mechanic possible to hold an official meet ism program in the form of ora
street will report to Aviation Fun ing due to a lack of quorum. To tory contests on our Constitution,
damental School at the Brunswick me is it disgusting, to say the etc.? What’s the matter, veteran?
Air Station following a 14 day least, when only four or five in Don't you realize how much more j
leave with his parents.
dividuals in town are interested could and would be done for your i
Seaman Long has recently com enough to try to keep an outfit town, your state, your country, if j
pleted nine weeks recruit train- gclng that directly or indirectly only you would join and be active ;
at the Naval Training Center at serves so many.
in the American Legion.
Bainbridge, Md. He is a former
Quit being a free loader, join
Any organization is only as J
Rockland High student and enlist the organization and pitch ’ in. strong as its members. At this
ed into the Navy through thc Help us to help others, be it a time it is sad to note that the or-1
Rockland Recruiting Office.
veteran in need of hospitalization, ganizations of veterans in this |
» • *
or giving instructions to a young town are at their weakest point I
Army Pfc. Paul E. Grotton, son ster or thc proper way to handle ever. Indeed the very existence j
of Mr. and Mrs. Elurick Grottin, firearms, or sending boys to
of them is an uncertainty.
Cooper’s Mills, recently partici Boys State, and many other pro
What's the matter, veteran?
pated in Exercise Hard Times jects.
Can’t you afford two nights out
with the 2d Infantry Division at
What’s the matter veteran, arc a month to support and defend
Fort Richardson. Alaska. The six- you ashamed that you were once
that which makes for a better
day exercise, designed to test the a service man? Are you afraid
American way of life? If you
combat efficiency of thc division ‘ that people will know it? Don’t
don't understand what these vet- j
under Arctic conditions was thc you know that if it were not for
erans' organizations stand for and 1
largest ever held at the Alaskan he veterans organizations there
accomplish, than visit them and
Fort. Grotton, a mechanic in the would be many of you that would
find out. Be you 19 or 99 you are
48th Engineer Company at the not be going to college, getting
more than welcome, and needed.
Fort, entered the Army in July. on the job training, yes. even your
If it is Groucho, that you afraid
1955 and received basic training pensions and disability checks.
of missing, our meeting nite is
at Fort Dix. N. J. He arrived in
The very organizations that have Thursday nite. Come to the meet
Alaska in April 1956.
made these things possible are ing. we have a television set. I
• • •
being let down by the very same don't think that you will And the
Private Garry T. Clark. 18. son veterans they benefit! What’s the
social life too tough at the meet-.
of Dr. and Mrs. Albert L. Clark. matter, veteran? Are you trying
ing. What with t.v.. pool, pingJr., 952 High Stri et. Bath, recent to cut your own purse strings?
pong. card room, dance floor, plus
ly took part in a field training Almost every veteran is in some
kitchens that give out with some
exercise held by the 6th Infantry way indebted to the veterans’ or
pretty good eating when need be.
Regiment in Berlin.
Clark en ganizations, either in veterans’
Come on veterans.
I don’t
tered the Army last September
think that you really want to let
and completed basic training at 1955. and completed basic train
’he post down, or let your town
Fort Dix, N. J. He was employed ing at Fort Dix. N. J., before ar down. Join up with the American
by Pleasant River Canning Com riving in Alaska in February 1956.
Legion, and join an organization
pany, Columbia Falls
Payson is a 1955 graduate of Go**- that is doing good, and I mean
• • •
ham State Teachers College and more good than you evidently
Army Specialist Third Class a memb* r of Phi Sigma Id fra know. Otherwise you would al
Darrell Payson, 24. son of Mr. and ternity. His wife, Ann Louise, is ready be a member.
Mrs. Erlon J. Payson. 195 High with him in Alaska
Let me repeat (hat an organiza
Street.
Belfast,
recently was
* » *
tion is only as strong as its mem
named Soldier of the Month for
Pvt. Kurt R. Meklin, whose wifi , bers. Without members working
Fort Richardson. Alaska. Special- Hilma, lives at 104 North Main together to raise funds we can't
ist Payson, a clerk ln Headquar Street. Rockland
recently took possibly continue to help where
tors Battery of thc 68th An*i part in a 15-day field training ex help is needed. We could do so
aircraft Artillery Group. was ercise held by the 10th Infantry much more if our number was
selected in competition on a basis Division in Germany. Meklin, son greater.
of neatness, knowledge of mili of Mts. Elin Meklin, Rockland, en
It is certain that once you are ;
tary subjects and efficient per tered the Army in May 1956 and a member of the American Le
formance of assigned duties. He completed basic training at Foit gion and understand its charter
entered the Army in September Ord. Calif.
and its importance to all citizens
you will be richly rewarded with
the satisfaction that you are an
active member, a veteran.
P. S. Don't wait for someone to
LPHone Bwfad. fijF
2. COME IN to meet
take your hand and lead you to a
the Eeneficuit man
end gn/e a few facts
meeting. You didn’t wait when
who likes to say'YTS'
about youfseV
war was declared, you enlisted
3. WALK OUT with the cash
GTTA/-TRIP then. Let's enlist now.
confident you made a <*»se
A Legionnaire.
LOAN ATANY
choice, m commg to
(Flank J. McDonnell). I

What’s

the

SEVENTY-FIVE YEARS OF HUMANITARIAN SERVICE

matter

How fo Gera LOAN in 1-Tripf

The American public must be pretty well aware that
the annual financing campaign of the American Red Cross
is in full .swing.
This organization can look back on 75 years of hu
manitarian service to mankind. It is one of. and affiliated
with. 75 national Red Cross societies throughout the world.
And directly or through these co-operating organizations it
has been able to extend the hand of mercy where neither
armed force nor diplomacy has been able to operate.
Many organizations have to prove to a skeptical public
that they are efficient and responsible. The Red Cross'
historic status and the magnitude of its operations relieve it
of this necessity. But these very assets bring it another
order of questions to answer:
With government entering so massively into disaster
relief and other forms of social amelioration, is there
further need for voluntary organizations? Access to gov
ernment aid, once enacted, becomes a right within the
terms laid down. Its dispensation, therefore, is always de
liberate and relatively inflexible. There will always be a
place for a responsible arm of private generosity which
can move in quicky and render with experienced discretion
the varieties of help demanded by the multiplicity of needs.
The Red Cross is essentially a service agency. And
only a voluntarily supported organization can maintain the
army of volunteers under the professional instruction and
guidance necessary to make that service one by the people
for the people.
For three quarters of a century the American people
have given of their money and of themselves to keep their
Red Cross effective. They are not likely to fail now.

POLICE-PHOTOGRAPHER RELATIONS
From China to Chesapeake Bay the matter of PolicePhotographer relations has been much in the public eye
and even in staid Philadelphia the age-old problem has
come to the fore. Happily local relations at no time have
been strained in this field because of mutual understanding.
It is encouraging to find this comment on the Philadel
phia situation.
In Philadelphia, a policeman and a photographer had a
difference of opinion, the policeman bearing out his end of
the argument rather forcibly. Out of the ensuing squabble
came this opinion from Philadelphia City Solicitor David
Berger:
“You are advised that the police have the duty to take
ali measures reasonably necessary, including the use of
force, to protect the public, especially when its peaceable
assemblage is violated or threatened.
“Performance of this duty is clearly a proper subject
of news reporting. Photographs of police action may be
taken. There may be no interference with freedom of the
press by force or thieats. By the same token, press rep
resentatives may not hamper the police in the exercise of
the police power.
“It is to be highly regretted that a member of the press
was so treated. There is no more important constitutional
guarantee to be observed by governmental law enforce
ment officers than freedom of the press.
“Meaningful freedom of the press includes the right to
photograph and disseminate pictures of public events occur5
ring in public places.
“It is intolerable that police officials who are not vested
with discretion to permit or forbid the exercise of this right
should perpetrate the most extreme form of censorship:
physical abuse of the photographer.
“No more tolerable is police action reaching the same
result by threat or intimidation rather than by bodily con
tact.
“This is not to say that the press must be present every
time an arrest is made, nor does this mean that the police
must first inform the press that an arrest is planned before
apprehending a law violator.’’

Small and young as these three Hungarian refugee children in Austria are they treasure the new
shoes that will protect their feet wherever they will set them down in some part of the world. The shoes
for them and thousands of others are made possible by the American Catholic Bishops’ Relief Fund
Appeal and its agency Catholic Relief Services-N.C.W.C. The 1957 Appeal will be made March 24-3L

sign that each said sign may be
read at a distance of one-half mile
when traveling at the maximum
On Insurance
lawful speed.
The location of
said signs and copy appearing
Given By Stoddard
thereon shall be determined by
World War II veterans who still An Act Relating To the Commission after consultation
have not converted nearly $3,500.Signs On Turnpike with representatives of the affect
000 GI term policies will pay high
ed areas. Emergency Clause. In
er premiums and receive general
The Maine Mid-Coast Route view of the cited preamble, this
ly lower dividends every five One Association has published the act shall take effect when ap
years they renew their policies in following emergency bulletin in proved.’
future.
connection with Legislative Docu
“Final Legislative Hearing on
Manager M. L. Stoddard of the ment No. 919. “An Act Relating this Bill No. 919 is Wednesday.
Veterans Administration Center in to Area Signs on Turnpike’’.
March 27th.
“This Bill No. 919 relates to the
Togus said this widening spread
“Upon receipt of this emergency
between insurance premium costs erection of large ‘Area Signs’
bulletin—will you please contact
and dividend returns will result which would direct traffic on the
your legislators in Augusta, by
in a sharply higher net cost to the Maine Turnpike to thc place at
letter, telegram or telephone, and
term policyholders with every which they wish to turn off:
let them know your postivExample:
’
Take
Exit
5
for
Old
five-year renewal.
wishes with respect to the way
“For that reason World Wor II Orchard Beach’; ’Exit 5 for the
you want them to vote on this
veterans with
five-year term Sebago Lakes Region’; ‘Exit 12
bill.
policies should seriously consider for th«‘ Rangley Lakes Region':
“Let’s work together and keep
converting to permanent plans of ‘Exit 9 for Mid-Coastal Region’;
the business in Maine . . . Re
GI insurance with level, or non ‘Exits *2. 3. 4 and 5 for Beaches’,
member. Canada is now Maine’s
changing. premiums and with only etc.
No. 1 competitor.
Those direc
“Last year the confusion caused
slight
variations
in
dividend
tional signs will compel attention
by an inadequate directional sys
rates.”
and indicate that we have every
In addition to the virtually sta tem on the Maine Turnpike cost
thing here in the Great State ot
tionary net cost of permanent GI Maine's resort areas untold thous
Maine for enjoyable entertain
insurance plans, these policies ands of dollars and our out-of-state
ment and recreation.
have certain values which term guests many inconvenient hard
“Prompt action is important to
ships.
policies do not have, such as cash
you and all concerned.
Many
“Bill No. 919 will also help sell
surrender value, loan value, and
thanks for your immediate atten
extended insurance value. A term Maine’s recreational areas thc
tion.
The location and
policy by contrast merely insures year ’round.
R. Neily. Jr., Chairman.
against death for only as long as , copy for the signs will be deterPublicity Committee.
i
mined
by
the
Highway
Commis

premiums are timely paid.
Maine Mid-Coarst Route I Assn.’’
Concerning the increasing net sion and members of your area
cost of term policies in future, Chamber of Commerce or simi
The self-admiration a self-made
Stoddard points out that World larly responsible group. The Bill,
man has for himself proves that
War n veterans today average 38 which has an emergency clause
there is no accounting for tastes.
years of age.
| for immediate installation if ap
Term policies renewed at that proved, reads as follows:
age. he said, require a premium
Sec. 152. Area directional signs
of 8.10 per month for a $10,000. on turnpikes. In order to guide
The current dividend return for users of the state turnpike sys
DODGE - PLYMOUTH
this policy is $6.50 a month, result tem to exits leading therefrom to
ing in a net cost of $1.60 per month major recreational areas of the
COMPLETE REPAIR SERVICE
to the policyholder
State, the Highway Commission
First Choice Used Cart
Ten years later, when the vet shall erect and maintain over or
TEI. 720
ROCKLAND
eran is 48 and his term policy is beside the lanes of traffic ap
BT. 1, NEW COUNTY BD.
renewable for the second time in proaching said exits descriptive
104-tf
the ten-vear-period, the premium and directional signs of such de

Advice To Veterans

will rise to $11.40 a month, and the
divided return at the current rate
will drop to $5.20 a month, boost
ing the net cost per month to $6.20.
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TALK OF THE TOWN

tL0YDS pharmacy, inc, honored

~th haven

Pago Three

Teen Council Boosts Easter Seals

ETTA F. BEVERAGE
Correspondent
Telephone 16-4

Coming Events
[Social and community events
are solicited for this calendar. All
are free and space here cannot be
purchased. Strictly commercial
affairs, sales, suppers, dances,
cannot be accepted. The decision
of the editor is final.]
March 26—Rockland Garden Club
will meet at thc Farnsw.rth j
Museum at 2 p. m., speaker. ;
Edward Johnson, state horticul
turist.
April 1 — Lady Knox Chapter
DAR, noon luncheon at the Hotel
Thorndike. Mrs. Ezra B. White.
State Regent, guest.
Meeting
at 2.30 with Miss Marion Weid
man of Rockport.
ADrn 1-4—Kami and Home Week
on the University of Maine
"smous
April 2 — Knox County General
Hospital Auxiliary meets at 2
p. m.
April 3—Association of Universa
list Women meets at the church
parlor at 2 p. m.
April 4—Rubenstein Club meets
at the Farnsworth Museum at 8
p. m.
April 5—Methebesec Club meets
at the Farnsworth Museum at
2.30 p. m.
April 5—Methebesec Club annual
banquet at 6.30 at the Copper
Kettle.
April 6 — Finnish-American Red
Cross Dance at the Community
Building.
April 9—Musical Concert at th.
Federated Church in Thomastoi
featuring Bess Battey Gowdy
pianist,
and
Carl
Webster
cellist.
April 19—Good Friday.

George Perry of Bath and Rock
land who had been in Vinalhaven
on business, called on Frank
Waterman on Wednesday while
waiting for the Mary A. and the
Traveling Men’s Return to Rock
land.

Freeman S. Young, who sus
tained severe injuries in a fall
several months ago has so far
recovered that he walked up town
yesterday and received congratu
lations on every hand.

Miss Jeanette Hopkins returned
to the home of her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Elmer J. Hopkins, Sr.,
on Tuesday. “Sister” has had em
ployment in Massachusetts but an
Easter wedding is at hand.
Frank W. Waterman left Mon
day for a visit with his daughter
Edna and family, Mr. and Mrs.
Leighton Gowen of East Lynn,
Mass.

The Knox County Chapter for In
fantile Paralysis, at a regular
meeting with a representative of
the Knox Medical Association, ap
proved a plan for adult inocula
tions for polio shots. The Knox
County Chapter will provide any
group with free vaccine during the
next 60 days, with the groups to
make their own arrangements
with a doctor of their choice, who
will administer it. Any interested
group-may contact any of the fol
lowing people for further informa
tion: Mrs. Constance MacPhail, j
Rockland. Miss Ruth L. Rogers.
Rockland. Charles Lowe. Camden,
George Parsons. Rockland.

Mrs. Nellie York who has passed
the winter at the home of Mrs.
Lucy Hopkins is again in her own
home on the hill.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Whittington
of Vinalhaven have been recent
callers on her daughter and fam
ily, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Sprague.
Pnetf
tsarde
Owen Johnson of Lloyd’s Pharmacy, Inc., Rockland, holds a cita
When Mrs. Maud Simpson re
Phot
j t\Hin
tion of merit awarded to him for cutstanding work while admiring the cently removed the brush from her
The Roeklund Teen Council helped the cause of the Pine Tree Society for Crippled Children and
allegoric mortar and pestle presented at the same time to store mana
Adults in their present Easter Seal fund drive last week when they presented a cheek for $50 to city fund
ger Ted Lawrence. Both the citation and the trophy are among the crocus bed, she found a blossomed drive chairman Miss M. Lucille Connon. The money was raised at a recent record hop at the Community
annual awards made by the Rexall Drug Company, Los Angeles, to blue violet. “English’* no doubt. Building; sponsored by the Teen Council. In the presentation shown above are, left to right, Don Dem
outstanding member stores and personnel.
Mr. and Mrs. L. Donald Stone mons, Alice Marker and Armand Plourd, all members of the board of directors. Teen Council President
Sam Glover, Miss Connon, and Mrs. Signe Kelsey, Knox County Easter Seal fund drive chairman.
Lloyd’s
Pharmacy. Inc.. of, ner and of store inscribed, will and sons, Robert, Leon and Greg
ory,
spent
last
weekend
in
Thom

Main Stivet, Rockland, has been be on display in the prescription
• _|
■
mile zone and were fined $10 and continued for 10 day periods since
aston at the home of her parents,
highly honored by the Rexall department.
Municipal court
?6 c<)Urt costa each
paid February 23.
Drug Company by having two of
At the same time Owen John Mr. and Mrs. Robert Mayo.
(Continued on Page 3even)
Polio
shots
for
the
older
group
A
charge
of
taking
a
mo*or
the
fines,
its employees selected for merito son, a member of the sales staff
vehicle without the owner's conRockland Police said the youths
vVhen making out your will r* rious awards.
of Lloyd’s Rexall Drug Store was will be given in the office of Dr.
ember your church and you
Manager Ted Lawrence is the awarded a certificate of merit by Shields on March 27 in the after sent was brought against Douglass ’ Wl're driving on Park Street Fri- LOUDVILLE
•spital.
Webber. 17. of Camden in Rock- da>' night, one behind the other.
recipient of an authentic replica the Los Angeles home office of noon.
Mrs. Viola Poland had for com
Mrs. Birger Youngquist was in land Municipal Court Saturday when they were stopped.
of a 16th century bronze mortar the company in recognition of his
HENRY C. WILLIAMS
pany las-t Sunday. Mrs. Yolanda
•
•
•
Vinalhaven on Saturday, March 16. morning and continued to May 22
Henry C. Williams, Jr., 87, hus and pestle, cast at Deventer. The “sincere enthusiasm and desire to
Elwell and children Brenda and
Rene Beaulieu. 28. of Lewiston
Lloyd F. Crockett of Nebo Lodge for sentence by Judge Alfred M.
April 21—Easter.
band of Hope Greenhalgh Wil Netherlands, in 1590. Still an im serve’’ and “in acknowledgement
Frankie, Mr. and Mrs. Edward
was
found
guilty
of
driving
to
en

May 11—Vinalhaven Fishhawks I- liams. died Sunday at Rockland. portant implement in the drug of unusual % initiative’’. Only a returned home on Saturday after Strout alter the youth pleaded
Murphy of Loudville and Mr. and
danger and passing through a red
Reunion. Portland YMCA.
spending the past week in Perry guilty.
gist’s profession, the mortar, with limited number of the employees
Mrs. Linwood Carter of Round
Aug. 2. 3. 4—Rockland Sea Food. Mr. Williams was a retired New’
light ln Rockland Municipal Court
at the home of his mother-in-law.
State
Police
said
that
Webber
York banker and had resided in pestel. is an ancient symbol of working in the more than ten
Pond.
Festival.
Monday morning on charges
thousand drug stores of the Rexall Mrs. Flank Washburn and daugh- j took a car belonging to Charles E.
Rockland for the past 15 years. He pharmacy.
On Monday. Mr. and Mrs.
ter Alice who is in the hospital.
Martz at South Hope on Decem- brought by Rockland Police fol
Presented only to outstanding chain are recipients of the cita
Cub Scout Troop 203 will meet was born at Brooklyn, N. Y.. Dec.
Stephen
Carter and daughter Jen
lowing
their
investigation
of
an
Supt. Harold Wiggin of Union her and drove it to New Jersey to
Wednesday at 7.30 at the Univer 18. 1869,’ the son of Henry and member-druggists of the Rexall tion of Merit.
nie Lee, Mr. and Mrs Kenneth
accident involving Beaulieu.
was
in
town
last
week.
visit
relatives.
Webber
had
bor

The presentations were made
Company, on an annual basis, the
salist vestry.
Mary Ellen Harrison Williams.
The respondent was fined $50 Gifford and Cecil Prior were busi
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sampson rowed the car previously from
Surviving besides his widow, are trophy, mounted on a black wal for the company by Rexall Rep
and
$6 court costs on the driving ness callers in Damariscotta.
are driving a very nice station Martz.
Rockland
patrolman Herman a daughter, Miss Virginia Wil nut pedestal with name of win- resentative John T. Williams.
Mr. and Mrs. James Smith ahd
wagon since their return.
The youth was released under to endanger charge and $10 on
Shannon, out looking for a lost liams of Erooklyn, N. Y.; one
Miss Martha Morrison is at $100 personal recognizance.
He the red light violation. He was three children of Rockland were
brother.
Frederick
H.
Williams
of
two year old boy Sunday after
Adoption Degree on a class of can Past Worthy Grand Matron of the home with illness.
told the court he had no license. released under a total of $400 per guests of her parents, the Frank
noon. could just as well have Binghamton. N. Y.; and several didates. There was a large attend Grand Chapter of Maine, OES, of
* • •
sonal recognizance bond when he Elwells for a few days this past
The Auxiliary of the American
stayed at the station because the nieces and nephews.
ance at the supper and meeting Lewiston will shew s’ide t k n on Legion held a coffee hour on Wed
week, and Lettie Prior was a din
appealed both fines.
Arthur
E.
Thompson
was
fined
Funeral services will be held with visitors from Portland. Yar her visit to the Holy Land last
situation was well in hand. The
Beaulieu was involved Satur ner guest of the Elwells on Wed
nesday in their hall dining room, $10 and $6 costs after pleading
year. This will be a wonderful op
child, the son of Mrs. Beverly Tuesday (today) at 2 p. m. from mouth and Auburn.
which netted the sum of $16.50 for guilty to a charge of driving with day afternoon in a collision at nesday.
Lewis. 30 North Main Street, was the Russell Funeral Home with
A polio clinic will be held by the portunity to view scenes from the the Red Cross.
Mrs. Mabel Gifford, who has
out an operator’s license.
The the junction of Park and Broad
safe at the home of fellow patrol Rev. Charles R. Monteith officiat War Memorial Post No. 30 and the land where our Lord lived and
There are signs of spring— charge was continu'd one week way with a car operated by Clar- been with her daughter Mrs.
man, Henry Judecki at 688 Mam ing. Interment will be in Achorn Auxiliary sometime next month. gave Himself in sacrifice for the crows, robins, cars stuck in the
for payment of the fine and the ! ence Haraden. 61. of 243 Limerock Nellie Poland, at Round Pond,
Street. Neighbors of Judecki, Cemetery. Friends please omit All members of both units and world. The lecture that is given mud, little lambs at different
was at her home here a few days
youth
was released under $25 per-1 Street.
who spotted thc child playing in flowers.
their families are urged to get with the slides is equally instruc farms, nine little pigs in the barn sonal recognizance.
recently.
• • •
the street with no hat or coat,
, i
their shots, if they have not al tive and inspiring. There will be oi Eliot Brown, wild geese seen
John Prior, a student at Wind
Thompson
was stopped
by i Raymond H. Rackliff of Sou*h
took him to the patrolman's home.
ready done so. Those interested a free-will offering. This will be and the Fresh Pond nearly clear Thomaston Police on March 21 on I Thomaston wa« flned
ham High School, is at home with
The young adventurer had wan
may get in touch with Commander given to ESTARL (Eastern Star of ice; and a large owl keeping Main Street in Thomaston.
found ?Ullty of
°r his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Cecil
dered out of his own house and CAMDEN
• • ,
j four short lobsters on a warrant Prior, for the weekend.
Arthur Grinnell as soon as pos Training Awards for Religious watch.
MRS. KENNETH HERRICK
Leadership). It is interesting to
walked along Cottage Street to
sible.
Dalon H. Brown and Thorn Dyer
Kenneth S. Morton and George
Correspondent
note that a person does not have spent several days last week in
Judecki’s neighborhood.
Maiden
Cliff
Rebekah
Lodge
Telephone CEdar 6-2197
Winslow, 17, both of West Rock-1
to
be
connected
with
O.E.S.
to
be
will meet on Wednesday at the
Rockland Hospital due to injuries port pleaded guilty to charges of
9k BudiiteM AJtet a Fite
Dr. Blake B. Annis, chiro
IOOF hall at 7.30 p. m. for a regu the recipient of an award from sustained while working for O. D. driving 40 miles an hour in a 25;
The guest speaker at the meet lar business meeting.
this fund. All are cordially invit Lermond & Son, contractors, in the
practor, has resumed practice at
his office, 79 Park Street, Rock ing of Megunticook Grange to be
The Laymen’s Fellowship of the ed to this service.
West District on the old Greenlaw and Jane Oldroyd. Charlotte Joy
If your business is wholly or partially knocked out
land.
37-39 held on Wednesday, will be Pierce Chestnut Street Baptist Church
house near the Sidney Maker was invited but unable to attend.
by
a
fire - Inexpensive Business Interruption Insurance
Harley of the YMCA. There will will hold their regular meeting Woods Products
place which is on the Herzog propRefreshments of birthdav cake,
be
special
music
and
other
fea

Omer’s Barbar Shop is now lo
will:
Wednesday, March 27 with Alex
erty and has been recently sold by eookies and ice cream were gerved
cated at 127 South Main Street, tures not yet decided upon. The ander Gillmor as guest speaker. Consultant Hired
its former owners, Mr. and Mrs. with party favors to take home as
(a) Pay Expenses which must continue
opposite Kalloch’s Calso Station. regular circle supper will be held Supper will be served at 6.30 p. m.
Thorn sus souvenirs.
Robert A. Lawrence, a woods Michael Williams.
(b) Pay for Loss of Profits
at
6
p.
m.
Ample parking, no meters. 35-37
by the Emergency Feeding com products consultant, today joined tained bruises and a broken left
Judy received many nice gifts
Merle
Cilley,
Past
Great mittee of the Camden Junior Ex
(c) Pay Extra Expenses to speed resumption of
wrist:
Dalon
bruises
and
cracked
the staff of the Maine Department
and all had a good time.
Telephone 76 for all social items, Sachem. Improved Order of Red tension Group.
ribs.
Douglas
Stone
received
a
business.
of Development of Industry and
S. S. Class Supper
guests, parties, etc., for The men, and his degree staff of Port
A special program will be held Commerce on a temporary con sprained ankle and John was un
On Friday evening the -Julia
Courier-Gazette, Mrs. Margaret land. visited Tarratine Tribe No. at the Chestnut street Baptist
tractual basis. DDIC Commission hurt. The old boards did not hold Beverage Senior Ladies' Class of
Winehenbaugh, 161 Limerock St. 13 of Belfast and exemplified the Church on Sunday, April T. at 7.30
the
nails
for
the
staging
so
it
col

er Fred A. Clough, Jr., announced.
SINCE 1854
the Sunday School and teachers,
social reporter.
tf ====== p. m. Mre. Stanley Frangedakis,
Tte arrangement has been ap lapsed.
with their husbands and Rev. and
ENGINEERED
BUSINESS INSURANCE
BORN
Five Years Old
proved by the Governor and Ex
Mrs. George R. Merriam and Dea
Barrett — At Knox Hospital,
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
CARD OF THANKS
On Thursday, the 21st, Judith con Frank Waterman as guests
ecutive Council.
! March 22. to Mr. and Mrs. Frank
14 SCHOOL STREET
ROCKLAND
TEL 393
With sincere' gratitude we would
Clough said that Lawrence, a Brown, young daughter of Mr. and passed a very pleasant evening in
TWO Rm. Furn. Apt. to let. Barrett of Warren, a daughter.
like
to
take
the
opportunity
tPillsbury — At Kncx H s ital
Mrs. Ernest Brown (Hazel Marden) the Memorial Room. Supper was
elec, refrig.. comb, gas and oil
thank all friends and relatives fo
passed a very happy birthday.
stove, h. w.. semi-priv. bath. $5.50 March 22, to Mr. and Mrs. Rob- the many kindnesses extended
served at 6 30 with Mrs. Bever
per week. MARION ROBINSON. I ert R. Pillsbury, a daughter.
Her parents gave her a party age and Miss Jennie Beverage in
during our recent sorrow.
To
Benner
—
At
Knox
Hospital,
Warren, Tel. CRestwood 3-2552.
-to
Htite
at their Sleepy Hollow home. charge, assisted by Mrs. Maud
March 24, to Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd friends and neighbors for the
,__________________________ 37-39
beautiful floral tributes, testimony
Guests were her brother Scott, and Simpson, which consisted of North
Benner of Thomaston, a son.
of
the
esteem
of
warm
friendship,
10" POT Burner for sale; also,
Tapper — At Knox Hospital,
sister. Terry; her grandmother, Haven baked beans, cold cuts,
to
Dr.
R.
J.
Meehan
for
his
com

four 50 gal. oil drums and coal March 24. to Mr. and Mrs. Ira
Mrs. Elsie Carver Brown and Mrs. salads, rolls of various kinds, meat
forting
skill
and
human
kindness
pot-bei.y hot water heater. KARL Tupper, Jr., a daughter.
Frances Smith with children Louise loaf, pickles, pie, coffee, tea, etc.,1
to Rev. Merle S. Conant for the
TALL. Green House with white
spiritual uplifting, mere words
and Stanley Robert; Mrs. Dorothy etc., to around 30 members and
MARRIED
trim, Ingraham Hill. Owls Head.
can never express the true feeling
Quinn and son Jeffy; Fay Howard guests. After supper Frank Samp
Wilson - Wotton — At Boston.
37*38
of gratitude.
May the Lord in
THREE Pairs of Rose Draperies March 23, William Mathew Wil his wisdom bless you one and all.
son showed slides which he and
for sale, 72 Inches long.
TEL. son of Boston and Miss Mary Wot
graduate forester of the Univer Lewis Haskell had taken, both lo
Teresa Miller and family.
1595.
37*39 ton of Rockland and Boston, by
37-lt
sity of New Hampshire, will visit cal and elsewhere, which were
NEW and Used Furniture and Rev. Edwin P. Booth, D. D.
and counsel with leaders in Maine most interesting to all. Now join
Appliances for sale. The country
.
CARD OF THANKS
communities with woods products the class, and get new members
DIED
Wc wish to thank through these
store with country prices. Open
We Offer Tailoring At Its Best
Feyler—At Vinalhaven. March columns Fred Greenlaw whose
industries. . He also will assist in for the next supper.
daily until 8 p. m. and Sunday
25, Jesse E. Feyler. age 69 years. name was unintentionally omitted
marketing surveys to develop new
afternoons. Free gifts to newly
In
the Latest Shades and Pat
Antique
photographs
and
snap

Funeral services Wednesday at 2 from our previous card of thanks
weds from Knox and Lincoln
markets for existing wood prod shots were brought in by some at- j
p. m. from the Davis Funeral for his friendly calls and many
terns
For Spring.
Counties.
ucts and attempt to create new- tending, the guessing of identity,
Home in Thomaston.
Interment
acts of kindness during the ill
THE YANKEE TRADER
in Village Cemetery. Thomaston.
wood products for existing mar etc., furnished fun for all. There
ness of Willie Calderwood.
Wilmot Dow. Proprietor
Williams—At Rockland. March
kets. according to Commissioner are those who forgot (?) to carry
STUDENT SUITS
37*lt
U. S. Route 1, Waldoboro. Maine 24, Henry C. Williams. Jr., hus Vinalhaven.
Clough.
any. Ha! Hal
37-44 band of Hope Greenhalgh Wil
S34.S0 up
CARD OF THANKS
AJo
liams. age 87 years.
Funeral
I wish to express my sincere
services today at 2 p. m. from
thanks to all my friends and
CWMl tmcLe/c
CLOTHCRAFT
the Russell Funeral Home with
neighbors for the cards, letters,
TRY
THE
Rev. Charles R. Monteith officia
By
Joseph &■ Fetes
and gifts, the Advent Sunday
The friendly Munger Hotel is just
IS THE TIME
ting. Interment in Achorn Ceme
School for flowers and thc many '
S49.50
- $55.00
a hop, skip and jump from
tery. Friends please omit flowers
acts of kindness shown me while |
TO ORDER
BUNKER
HILL
•
OLD
NORTH
CHURCH
I was in thc hospital and since
BURPEE
THE WARSHIP CONSTITUTION
my return home.
Also specia!I
BOTANY "500"
MOP
AT THE NAVY YARD
PUBLIC
PARTY
thanks to Dr. Morse, Dr. Frost
Funeral Home
Tullored by Duroff
Welcome to Boston’s newest, most
and the nurses of Knox Hospital
convenient hotel. Direct entrance
EVERY FRIDAY AT 7.30 P. M. for their excellent care.
AARRETT M. JORDAN. Prop
565.00
>
from North Station, adjacent park
Established 1830
Mrs. Ethel Bradford.
ing. Every one of the 500 light,
Tower Room • Community Bldg. Friendship.
37*lt
AMBULANCE SERVICE
1
airv rooms has its own bath and
KINGSRIDGE
Auspices Knights of Columbus
TEL. 339
radio.
47-TATh-tf
By Sehnneman
111 LIMEROCK STREET
FROM
ROCKLAND, MAINE
<5.50 Single* $8 00 Double

z

BITLARY

(U. C.

£add & Sow

Buy your Spring Clothing
At Coffin's

$65.00

CALL O# WRITE

HART, SCHAFFNER A MARX
$75.00 • S79.50

Far flooro and ,

TIUI.IV

$3.29

ifafanttic I

OIL
HEAT

Typewriters ond Adding
Machine Ropoir Service
ALL WORK GUARANTEED

State News Co.
lU-T-tf

A. C. McLoon Co.
BOCKLAND

NORTH STATION BOSTON
FOR RESERVATIONS

Telephone Capital 7-2600
or write or wire
Frank J. Hanley, Gen. Mgr.

» Hotals io*

,0-c.

$1.99

Also Available in Made to Measure

SAMSONITE LUGGAGE

Rockland, Rockport and Camden Dealer:
F. L CLARK

One of the country's most
popular brands of luggage

93 Limerock Street — Rockland

Thomaston, Waldoboro and Warren Dealer:
CARL GRIFFITH

58 Brewster St. - Rockland — Telephone 13-J

$369 MAIM ST B0CMANPME

Men's Cases

$19.50 up

Ladies' Cam

$15.00 op
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THOMASTON SCRAP BOOK

MAKES HISTORY LIVE
AS EDITED BY LEE MORSE
By F. L. S. Morse

1

wife is deservedly popular.

Charles Cushing, the father was
a member of the firm of J. O.
Cushing and Co. lime manufactur
ers. He kept a livery stable on
Green Street, sang in local choirs
and male quartets and was select
« man at the time of his death in
1915.

Naomi Chapter Installs

ABUNDANT LIFE
BY

I,

ORAL

ROBERTS

PRAYER PAY8 OFF ON

Anselm Vaughn, guardian of
Willie. Lucy and Mary Henderson
* sold the next two lots to Capt.
Abraham Young of Matinicus, who
built a house there and sold house
and lot to Capt. Peter Vesper, a
noted shipmaster and the grand
father of Mrs. Frank Elliot. For
many years this place remained
in the Vesper family until some
time in the 1880s when Edwin L.
■
lt»
Crandon bought it. Mr. Crandon
was a butcher and meat dealer
and acquired a small fortune.
Mb. 'III!
Both Edwin Crandon and his
wife, the former Catherine How
ard were natives of Rockville but
"7’ "',. ***»• •* F'"'
for some years lived on High
street where George Newbert and
family now reside. There was one
daughter, Margaret Louise Cran
The home on Knox Street owned and lived in by Ralph Cushing, don. a graduate of Thomaston
built by J. O. Cushing for Capt. Oliver Robinson or Capt. Ambrose
High School and Rockland Com
Snow*. Note < apt. K jbinson’s one horse shay.
mercial College, who was very ac
Up to 1800 there were six houses tainly could have been his. PerHighlighting the 1957 installation exercises of Naomi Chapter, OES, at Tenant's Harbor Friday night
tive in the Methodist Church and
was the eR*vation of the above officers to their seats. Left to right are Mrs. Fannie Makinen, new Worthy
on the western side of Knox street, haps he didn’t care for them. One Sunday School.
Matron; Henry Bryant, re-installed as Patron; mid Mrs. Mary Wiley, retiring Worthy Matron.
between Main street and Gleason liked him, even if one disagreed
The place is now owned by
with
him.
His
conversation
was
Mrs.
Fannie
Makinen, new stalled in ceremonies held at the Mrs. Eleanor Tyler, associate constreet. The Barden Levensaler
Ralph Crawford, a native of East
house, long occupied by the Thom enjoyable and instructive and his Warren who married Miss Kate worthy matron, and Henry Bry- Masonic Hall in St. George Fri- ductless; Mrs. Winnifred Milne,
chapiain; Mrs. Phyllis Falla, mar
aston Market was moved away in private estimate of himself was Boardman of this town.
n‘Bbt
Mrs. ant, new worthy patron of Naomi
that year to make place for the very frank and quite sound. You Crawford died a few years ago. Chapter. Order of the Eastern I falling officer was Mrs. Con shal.
first Watts Block. The next house. may expect a story about the Mr. Crawford still lives there and
Mrs. Mabel Wilson, organist;
Star, of Tenants Harbor, were in- stance Durkee of Union, district
which many may remember as worthy doctor in the near future. rents part of the house. The next
deputy grand matron.
Mrs. Doiothv Rackliff, Adah;
The late Herbert Bowes and his >
the Dr. Crockett house was built
lot was conveyed by Abraham rabbit came out of his knoll di- j Other officers were Mrs. Gwen- Mrs. Enid Monaghan. Ruth; Mrs.
for Nancy Creighton on land wife bought the house from Mrs. Young to his son Mark. By Mark
reetly in the path of the racers, dolyn Dowling, associate mation; Phyllis Littlehale, Esther; Mrs.
bought from Mrs. Ann Levensa- Crockett and lived here for a time. it was sold to Samuel Fogarty, in
“Get out of the way", yelled B'-ll Harold Dowling, associate patron; Helen Thomas, Martha; Mrs.
ler. The 1854 map of Thomaston They were fine folks with two 1837. and by Fogarty to Nathan
“And let somebody run who can Mrs. Margaret Cant, secretary; Lempi Salmi. Electa; Mis. Mildaughters.
Mrs.
Muriel
Hallowell
has “Mrs. Creighton’1 as the own
Reed, a carpenter who built this run". You will appreciate this Mrs. Aune Bragdon. treasurer; died Eaton, warder; and Elmer
er but the only Nancy Creighton of St. Louis, Mo., and Constance, j house or perhaps rebuilt it from
silly yarn if you knew Bill.
' Mrs. Elaine Wilson, conductress; Tibbetts, sentinel.
I can find in Eaton was a maiden who died several years ago.
a former building. Reed married
Muriel’s daughter, Mrs. Con Reliance Williams from the St.
lady. In the older days, however,
the title Mre. was sometimes ap- stance Beasley of St. Louis, is the George Road.
plied to an older lady, as a compli- wife of an army officer and has
Reed and his family occupied
ment, even if she were not mar lived in Japan and other foreign the place for many years and it
parts. Dunn and Weston bought was sold to F. P. Peasle^r who had
ried.
This place was sold by F. E. the house and W. J. Robertson a market on Main street in the
Gilchrest.
Christopher
Prince, took it down and built the brick 18!)0’s and the Peasleys lived here.
Harriet Levensa er and ethers to portion of the Thomaston Garage Later Hattie Boardman c-.vned it
Capt. Ichabod Willey in 1875 and there in 1925and left it to her sister, Mrs. Babb
in 1888 Capt. Willey sold it to SanThe "ext three lots had been sold whose daughter Frances sold it
ford Delano, who In 1890 sold it to ear>y to Capt. William Henderson. to Percw Williams who resides
Almon Davis, an overseer at the who married Lucy Vose and died there and is in the office of the
prison, who lived there for a time in 1827. two years after the death Central Maine Power Co.
and moved to Studley Lane. Da- of his wife. One Anselm Vaughn,
In 1873 several lots on Knox
vis conveyed this to h's son-in-law, as guardian of the Henderson chil street was bought and home erect
C. A. Atkins, who in turn conveyed dren sold the land where the Cush ed there. Among these lots was
this to his son-in-law, C. A. At- ing house stands to Capt. Am- the one on the corner of Knox and
kins, who in turn conveyed it to brose Snow before 1831 and in Gleason street which Edgar Stackhis wife, and in March 1903, Mrs. 1837 CaPl- Snow sold
with the pole bought from Nathan Reed.
Atkins sold it to Mrs. Dora Crock- buildings thereon to Capt. Oliver In that year he built the large,
ett
Robinson.
Ralph Cushing has rather showy house now owned by
Mr. and Mrs. Atkins were the been l°ld that his grandfather, Mrs. Marr. When this place was
parents of Mrs. Mary Atkins ,ames
Cushing built the present new it attracted a lot of attention
Jones, wife of Randall P. Jones, house for someone, probably Capt. Painted a yellow- tint with darker
Moreover the cellar trim and with its French roof,
The Jones family reside in their Robinson.
has the appearance of having been which was very fashionable at the
home on Ludwig street.
After Davis and the Atkins fam. enlarged, as though a smaller time. It was pretty and colorful.
Here’s Why:
ily had moved to Studley Lane, house had been burned or re
Edgar Stackpole was the son of
the house was occupied by the moved.
William and Mary Colley StackCapt. Oliver Robinson, a brother pole and married Miss Antoinette
family of George Jacobs. Both
The potential of modern military of
George Jacobs and his wife Sarah of Congressman Edward Robinson Jordan. He owned the store at
Henry Jacobs as well as their son and of M,s- Barden Levensaler, Mill River in partnership with
fense is such that a surprise raid against
Frank
are
deceased.
Their was a successful mariner and for Jshua Lineken Sr., and had an
this country could cause tremendous
daughter Lucy who married Earl many years was cashier of Thom- other store w’here dry goods were
casualties.
aston Bank. He married Margaret sold at 11 Union Block. As I re
Wilson, is postmaster in Gray.
Mrs. Dora Furbush Crockett was Patterson. The two were parents member him, he was an oldish
the wife of Dr. George Langtry of six children, among them Har man and retired.
Our military defense is aware of this
Crockett, a native of Vinalhaven. riett, wife of Capt. John Roney
The * late Charles A. Benner
possibility. Air Force interceptor planes
who came here in the 1890s, and and Robert Kilpatrick Robinson, owned this for a time and sold it
and Army anti-aircraft batteries are
became one of bur leading physi- who lived up by the Mall and was to Lee Walker who sold it to the
designed to repel such an attack.
cians and a power in town and the grandfather of Mrs. Ernest late Mr. Marr a cobbler and vet
Jones of Rockland.
county politics.
eran of thc First World War who
In 1888 the late Charles H. Cush was born in Canada. Since his
Dr. Crockett had a brilliant
But—if that attack ever comes—warn
mind and the finest speaking voice ing bought the house and made his death his widow and her children
He married Miss have lived in the’ home. While
I have ever heard. He was an ac home there.
ing must come through in time! Citizen
complished orator and could be Cora Bunker, who in her youth Walker owned it, Bowdoin Grafton
volunteer plane-spotters—ground ob
very convincing. In his speeches was considered quite a beauty and and his wife Marion lived there.
servers—play a vital role in providing
he was merciless to political oppo they left two sons, Ralph, who Mr. Grafton is a plumber and has
the necessary warning.
owns
and
occupies
the
home
and
nents and often did the "Spread
held several town offices. His wife
Eagle,” probity to be entertain- the late Stanley Cushing, who was is a fine singer and has long been
ing, in which he was- successful. an undertaker, a fine tenor, singer a member of the choir of the Fed
Already some 360,000 civilian Ameri
For example when business was and very well liked in town. His erated Church and has directed
cans are contributing to the job of
rather poor he
referred to widow, the former Mary Gassy that group at various times. They
guarding our ramparts. I salute these
the lime quarries as being filled lives in Ohio.
have a grown son George who is
After 43 years’ residence in Chi married and lives in town.
with water and resounding w'th
Ground Observers for their patience,
the sound of bullfrogs croaking the cago where he was engaged in the
In writing the story of the Knox
their perseverance, their patriotism.
dying knell of the Republican advertising business, Ralph re Hotel there were several omis
party, or when he spoke of a turned to Thomaston in April. 1949. sions. No mention was made of thc
prominent politician as the old Both he and his wife, who was Bickfords who managed the house
But the job calls for twice their number
lizard, whose political sun was set Nida Schoenfelder Eldred, since from 1890 on. These were fine
to man these vital posts. Will you serve
ting behind the hills of Washing their return have been active in people who had a son of outstand
your
country for a few hours a week?
ton. Had his temperament or his social and civic affairs and in the ing ability. The same youth de
philosophy of life been a little dif Episcopal Church. Like his father livered the oration at the first
ferent, there would have t-een.al and grandfather, Ralph, he has Columbus Day celebration to be
J
most no limits to his possibilines. the good will and respect of our held here. It was in 1892 when all
Wealth, fame and high office cer- people and his gifted and gracious of us over 70 will remember that
we heard the pledge to the Ameri
PRESIDENT of the united states
can Flag given for the first time
in connection with that occasion.
Then there were the Leightons
who sold to Fred Burgess. They
were good folks whom we ail
knew. Gentle readers we crave
get $25 to $1500 in 1 DAY
your forgiveness for this one
PAY ALL OLD YEAR BILLS AND TAXES,
lapse of memory.

Faith in God can affect you fi
nancially. The Bible states that
the love of money is the root of
all evil—not money in itself.
Money is neither good nor bad.
Its morality is determined by
what we do with it.
God wants our souls to be en
riched and blessed. He wishes
us physical prosperity also be
cause 3 John 2 states: “Beloved,
1 wish above all things that thou
mayest prosper and be in health,
even as thy soul prospereth.”
There are hundreds of people
who are reaping the benefits of
real partnership with God.
Here is the testimony of a fi
nancia) advisor of national prom
inence whose firm is located on
Wall Street. N. Y. City. His or
ganization has been paid more
than $17,000,000 just for advice
alone. As a youth, he attended
Harding College, Searcy, Ark.,
a school controlled by the
Church of Christ He was in
spired by its president, James
W. Harding, who took practical
ly all of his daily problems to
God in prayer and taught his
students to do likewise.
Consider tbe answer that this
man received to his prayer:
“It was the most important
business deal of my life—more
than a million dollars was at
stake. But everything went
wrong. I couldn’t figure it out.
It seems someone in the organi
zation was double-crossing us.
but who? We puzzled over it
exceedingly, until one morning
my wife said, ‘This is beyond

I

America

in the

food sales was accompanied by a
20 per cent drop in the number of
grocery stoics. Thc trend is toward fewer but larger grocery
stores.

Retail food stores in Maine and
the United States are getting
larger and larger, says Extension
Service economists. In six years
recently, a large increase in total

needs

Ground

WALL STREET

our power—let’s take it to God
in prayer.’ We did—right then
and there!
“That very morning I decided
to see one of my best friends,
an attorney not represented in
our deal, but with whom I had
discussed it several times. I
trusted him completely and
wanted his advice. I called his
telephone number. His firm had
48 extension phones. The opera
tor, by mistake, put me on a
busy line. Imagine my utter sur
prise when I heard him laugh
ing with the leader of our com
petitors over their success in
outwitting me and my clients.
Having learned where the leak
was, I was able to solve my
problem. Do you think it was an
accident that the operator put
me on his busy line; on the vital
one of the 48 extensions at ex
actly the right moment? NO!
It was God answering my prayer.
I secured exactly the informa
tion I needed at my most des
perate hour."
One might explain this as a
coincidence, or luck, or provi
dence. Let’s just call it God. It’s
this kind of coincidence that
has a habit of occurring for me
and thousands of other people
because we believe in a Ood who
answers prayer.
Dare to have faith in Ood. You
will find he will give you more
than you have; make you more
than you are! Jesus came to
bring us abundant life, physical
ly, mentally, spiritually, and fi
nancially.

YOU
Corps!

NEED MONEY?
TOO. Spread the cost over a number of months.

MEDICAL AND DENTAL EXPENSES for
the entire family. Glasses, dentures, regular
medical and dental care
all can be financed.
FOR ANY DESIRE OR EMERGENCY there
is a sensible plan.
IIFE INSURANCE AT NO ADDITIONAL COST THROUGH
JOHN HANCOCK MUTUAL UFE INSURANCE COMPANY

Sove time —

phone before coming in.

In ROOOAND:

359 Main Street
Second Floor — Above LeigNon'R Jewelry Store

Phone: 1720

PUBLIC FINANCE
CORPORATION
OF ROCKLAND

FORMIRLY

PUBLIC

IOAN

CORPORATION OF ROCKIAND

A Race for Life
Many years ago, in our good
town there lived a man named
William whom folks called Bill,
who told this story on himself.
One . day
while
wandering
through the woods to the north
east cf the village. Bill met a
large ill tempered bull moose who
came at him with blood in his
eye, (the moose’s eye>, by which
I mean to say with intent to in
flict injury to the redoubtable
Rill.

This man was of large frame,
agile in his movements, of reso
lute Will and he didn’t trust the
moose. Well, Bill set out'a rapid
pace. Down the dark aisles of
the forest between Porcupine Hi'
and Dunbar's Hill raced pursuer
and pursued. Suddenly a small

Keep your eye on the sky in the

Ground

observer corps

JOIN TODAY—Write or phone—Name and address of Civil Defense Director—Telephone No.

Contributed as a public service

WakoUpl
S/grn Up!
Look Up!
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THE STORY OF THE "FOUR RV'
Foreword

These are not religious articles
but a series on the fundamental
laws of the universe. Any refer
ence to nations, religious, etc. is
for the purpose of proving no one
can violate the immutable laws
without paying the penalty.

The First R—“Right”

Sister Installs Sister In Unusual Ceremony

Religion creates hate, bigotry, mur
der and other evils. Look at the
Middle East steeped in religion for
four thousand years. A child is
brought up in a home and trained.
It is all right to cross a boundary
line and kill an American because
he has the wrong religion. Does
religion justify the act? It vio
lates the principle of “right.”
“Thou shalt not kill."
Religion will tell you it is all
right to gamble as long as you do
it for the church. It is wrong.
“Thou shalt not steal,” has been
transgressed. We are drifting into
a nation of gamblers. The red
flag of danger is unfurled. Every
nation that did it perished in their
own corruption. Don’t think we
can escape. God always warns
nations before final judgment,
The hurricane of 19M atruck ,he
thre#
trackg of Rhode

v&tion but we don’t use it.

ICRS. FLORENCE CALDERWOOD
Correspondent
Telephone 10-M

The world talks a great deal
about the three R’s. They have
their place in the world. ’.Ve have
forgotten the greatest fundamentaal principle in life. There are
four R’s.
The first one is
"Right.” upon which our govern
ment was founded.
Someone will say that the other
"R” is religion. “Every man has
a right to his own religion” will be
your cry. You have accepted that
because someone said it to you
and not because you have weighed
the results of that statement in
the history of the world. History
Massachusetts and New Hamp
has proven that statement false.
shire. Did they take the warning
No man has a right to any religion
of God and quit their evil? No.
that violates the fundamental
what is left but to go down hill.
principle of right.
God never destroyed a nation until
Do you know that the world re
it got so sinful it was only a
ligion is a man-made institution.
Mrs. Naomi A. Farrar, left, presents the ceremonial gavel of office to the new Worthy Matron of
curse to the world. Hitler propoEven in the Bible it is only used -ot.H
I
Golden Rod Chapter, OES, Mrs. Ethel A. Perry, highlighting the Friday night installation ceremonies at
thr Masonic Hall. At the right is James Roach, incoming Worthy Patron,, Mrs. Furrar, who is retiring
once in a pure sense.
Every g tea nate again, t tne jewt.
race. Where is he?
j Worthy Matron und installing officer, is a sister to the new Worthy Matron.
Photo by McKeon
other time it is used to condemn
The Jews sunk so low in their j
people. “This man’s religion is ... , , .. _,
..
. „
"Mr s. Ethel A. Perry was in_ 'fie „
of the Samaritans and GenWANT SOMETHING? CHECK THE CLASSIFIEDS
am i, n ’ ’ Over
Zv,
1 — Isit 1 .is hatred
and over again
j tileg
gpnt H,g own gon tQ Mailed as
worthy matron of I

,, I warn them.
NEAT—NOT ‘BEAT—Youngsters are puying more than lip service UM '
to dressing right, us witnessed by this young man in a handsome sports
T e raining for the firstR yOur
temple
jacket which blends some, of the best features of Ivy and Continental eg ns in the home. The baby is skan not be
styling. The striped pattern jacket is in a wushahle cotton fabric.
born into thc world with a clear j
another.”

conscience. Everything about it
is sweet. Its crying is a Godgiven instinct to let the mother
know it is uncomfortable. The
first task of the mother is to find
out how soon the infant is to use
that cry to have its own way.
Right and wrong begin right here
and the child's life is beginning to
mold. The mother must keep that
conscience tender. A tender con
science is the greatest mark of
character at any age.
Someone will say. “I can go by
my conscience." That statement
is false.
There are fundamental laws in
the universe, call them what you
want, nature’s laws, God's laws
or whatever you please. Violate
them and you will pay the penalty.
Why do we have such distress of
nations today?
The law of
"Right” has been suppressed.
Let us return to the infant. No
parent has a right to relinquish
the training of that conscience to
a nation, religion or any other in
stitution. Control this and you
will control juvenile delinquency.
Religion has been the curse of
the world. Christianity is its sal-

He told them, "See, Golden Rod Chapter, OES Friday
of worship. There evening at the Masonic Temple in
left one stone upon impressive ceremonies conducted
j by her sister. Mrs. Naomi A. Far-

The felt they had a right to their rar, retiring worthy matron. Mrs.
religion
of hate. Then Christ went Farrar was assisted in installing
Friendship
Mrs. Perley Jones attended an
out one moonlight night on the hill by Rev. Herman R. Winchenbaugh
HELEN FALES
Orientation and Training Meeting
overlooking the city. He saw the as installing patron, Mrs. Gertrude
Correspondent
end of their hate. He saw their Boody as marshal and Mrs.
of the Maine Cancer Society held
Tel Temple 2-9954
fate. Ke knew their hate would Vivian Whittier as chaplain. Rohat the Knox Hotel in Thomaston
culminate in His death.
Even ert Wiley of Warren served as
Mrs. Lelie D. Burns and Miss
Thursday.
Mrs. Jones is the
with this knowledge he looked over , organist for the installation with
Katheryn Jameson were dinner
town chairman for fund raising
the city and wept as he said, “O Mrs. Florencia Roach as soloist.
guests of Mrs. Edith Wilder in
activities for the Cancer- Crusade
Jerusalem, Jerusalem, which kill-1 Other officers installed were:
Warren on Friday.
to be conducted the latter part of
eth the prophets, and stonest them i James A. Roach, worthy patron;
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Crosby
Prior
are'
April.
that are sent unto thee, how often Mrs. Elizabeth Davis, associate
i in Warren with their daughter and
would I have gathered you, as a - matron; Alden N. Davis, associate
son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
ALLSTATE INSURANCE
hen gathereth her brood under her ' patron; Miss Katherine A. VeaCOMPANY
Overlock.
wings, but ye would not. Behold zie, secretary; Mrs. Helen E.
7147 Skokie Boulevard
Harry Burns has employment in
Skokie, Illinois
your house is left unto you. deso-j Bean, treasurer; Mrs. Margaret
Camden.
ASSETS, DEC. 31, 1956
late.” Friends, that is nearly two Simmons, conductress; Mrs. PrisMrs. Myron S. Simmons enterBonds,
$209,834,876.48
thousand years ago and they have ' cilia Adams, associate conducStocks,
84.042.553.15 tained the Bradford's Point Scwnever had another temple Christ tress;
Mrs. Gertrude
Boody,
Real Estate Owned, 10.334.043.68 jng Club on Thursday afternoon.
loved the Samaritan, the Gentiles chaplain; Mrs. Vivian Vinal, mar
Cash and Bank DeI gUests were, Mrs. Myron Neal.
posits,
12,325,534.35
„
and every creature.
shal; Mrs. Alta P. Dimick, or
.
Mrs. Paul Simmons, Mrs. Kenneth
Agents Balances or Unj
Let us take account of stock. ganist; Mrs. Flora Hary, Adah; .
collected Premiums, 33.974.326.19 Thompson. Mrs. R. R. Thompson,
Can we continue the pace we are Mrs. Geraldine McConchie, Rilth;
4.574,969.24' Mrs. Sumner Carlson and son
Other Assets,
going and escape the laws of the Mrs. Dorothy Radcliffe, Esther;
----------------- Glenn.
universe? Can we gamble, cheat, i Mrs Madelyn Benner, Martha;
Total Assets,
$355.0.6 333.091 Mrs. Lizzie Thompson spend
LIABILITIES, SURPLUS AND
_ ..
„
..
steal, hate and not pay the pen- ■ Mrs Theresa Low, Electa; Mrs.
OTHER FUNDS, DEC. 31, 1936 i Frlday wlth Mrs- Kenneth Thompj Grace Tolman, Warder; and How-,
Reserve for Losses, $117,535278.00 , son and Mrs- Nellie Thompson.
I know I will be hated for these ard E. Crozier, sentinel,
Reserve for Loss Adjust,
------- —--------articles. Every man who dared
Following Mrs. Perry’s inducment Expenses,
20.698,904.23 as itiaiiniir
Reserve for Unearned
MAIIWIbUb
stand for right was hated in his tion into the East she was pre
Prehtiums,
121.691.971.52
Lindsey Foss of Temple ts visitday and glorified after his death. sented with two aim bouquets,
Reserve for Taxes,
8.451 877 31 ! (ng his brother, Norman Foss, for
Rev. John Holman.
little Miss Julie McConchie acting
All Other Liabilities, 8.240,765.98 gpvel.al wceks.
as flower girl.
The star points
afternoon
and
evening
did
not
last
Maine food products are good
Mrs. Statie Philbrook and Ida
were presented with bouquets in
Total Liabilities, $276,648,797.04
Baker came from Rockland Tues long when the sun appeared on buys. They taste good and are colors appropriate to their station
Capital Paid Up or
Thursday morning.
economical.
$3,000,000.00 day.
Statutory Deposit,
by the marshal. Mrs. Boody, who
Dorian Ames went to his home
Unassigned Funds
Crosby Ames svent by plane to
Maine poultry have been laying used a very beautiful poem as the
ir. Spruce Head Wednesday morn
(Surplus),
75,437 506.05 Rocidand Tuesday on business.
eggs at an exceptionally high rate. addenda.
_
,
_
,
Vernon Philbrook went Wednes- ing.
Mrs. Farrar was presented
Surplus as Regards
Albert Bunker and
"Brad” This, plus a slightly larger number
Policyholders,
$78,437,506.05 ' da>' t0 Rockland by plane and will
of laying birds, has resulted in a with a past matron's jewel by
Lewis
have
returned
after
a
few
-— ---- —— j go to Bethel tp meet Patricia Phillarge supply of top-quality Maine Mrs. Perry who also presented
Total,
$355,086 ’0’ 0" brook. Edwin Mitchell and Vance days on the mainland.
her with an arm bouquet of car- ,
eggs.
Dorothy
Bunker
and
children
34-T-40 punk,.r, who are coming home for
nations on behalf of the chapter!
Diane
and
Linda
are
visiting
re'a
the stpring vacation.
THE LUMBER MUTUAL FIRE and a personal gift. Mrs. Farrar
AMERICAN CASUALTY
fives
in
Massachusetts.
The snow which fell Wednesday
INSURANCE COMPANY OF
COMPANY OF READING
in turn presented the traveling
BOSTON. MASSACHUSETTS
PENNSYLVANIA
jewel to Mrs. Perry. Roach re
LIBERTY
MUTUAL
FIRE
Boston, Massachusetts
412 Washington Street
CENTRAL SURETY ANO
INSURANCE COMPANY
ceived his traveling jewel from
ASSETS, DEC. 31, 1956
Reading, Pennsylvancia
INSURANCE CORPORATION
Boston, Massachusetts
Bonds,
$7,198,735.14 the hands of Rev. Mr. Winchen
ASSETS, DEC. 31, 1956
Kansas City, Missouri
ASSETS, DEC. 31, 1956
Stocks,
1,445.549.25
Bonds,
$28,310,165.09
ASSETS, DEC. 31, 1956
baugh who was substituting for j
$38,525,825.35 | Real Estate Owned,
164238.01
Stocks,
20,562.411.17 Bonds,
$16,300,026.56 Bonds,
the retiring patron. Samuel K..
Stocks,
7,550,589.00
Cash
and
Bank
De

Real Estate Owned,
1,952,968.57 Stocks,
1,079,651.00
Cash and Bank De
posits,
285.770.40 Gamaclw, who had been called ■
Mortgage Loans on
Cash and Bank De
posits,
1859.490.51 Agents Balances or Un
away on business. Mr. Gamache
Real Estate,
395,490.71
posits,
754,245.97
4 Agents Balances or Un
collected Premiums, 507.168.79 will receive his past patron’s
Cash and Bank De
Agents Balances or Uncollected Premiums, 2.105,615.54 j Othor Assets,
220.640.07 jewel at a later date.
6,179,071.65
posits,
collected Premiums, 1,280,703.79
903,705.97
Agents Balances or Un
Other Assets,
248.855.01 Other Assets,
Distinguished guests present at
Total Assets,
$9,822,101.66
collected Premiums, 8373.732.18
the installation included Rev.
Total Assets,
$50.745826.37
LIABILITIES, SURPLUS AND
Other Assets,
984,142.91
Total Assets,
$19,663,482.33
LLABUJT1ES. SURPLUS AND
OTHER FUNDS, DEC. 31, 1956 John B. S. Fitzpatrick of Thomas
LIABILITIES, SURFLUS AND
OTHER FUNDS, DEC. 31, 1956 Reserve for Losses.
$622,013.76 ton. worthy grand patron; Mrs.
Total Assets,
$66,757,892.28 OTHER FUNDS, DEC. 31, 1956
LIABILITIES, SURFLUS AND
Reserve for Losses, $5,150,910.35 Reserve for Losses, $8,887,018.00 Reserve for Loss Adjust
Helen Hallowell of Thomaston,
Reserve for Loss Adjust
ment Expenses,
45,630.79
OTHER FUNDS, DEC. 31. 1956 Reserve for Loss Adjust
Grand Chaplain; Mrs. Lillian
ment
Expenses,
481,000.00
Reserve
for
Unearned
Reserve for Losses, $12,162,526.69
ment Expenses,
800,375.79
Reserve for Unearned
Premiums,
3.797.906.98 Fitzpatrick of Thomaston, Grand
Reserve for Loss Adjust
Reserve for Unearned
23.608,004.00 Reserve for Taxes,
Premiums,
190 866.29 Representative of Vermont; and
ment Expenses,
1,392,262.08
Premiums,
7,017.244.30
792 000.00 All Other Liabilities,
167,614144 Mrs. Vivian Vinal of Rockland.
Reserve for Unearned
Reserve for Taxes,
-287,919.47 Reserve for Taxes,
793.962.68 Ail Other Liabilities, 1.236,746.53
Premiums,
17.496.777.09 All Other Liabilities,
Grand Representative of Nova
Total Liabilities,
$4,824,035.26
Reserver for Taxes,
755,172.27
Scotia.
Special
Surplus
Funds,
Total
Liabilities,
$35,004,798.53
$830,000.00
All Other Liabilities, 16,103.311.77
Total Liabilities,
$13,474,573.65
Ushers for the evening were Al
Unassigned
Funds
Special
Surplus
Capital Paid Up or
(Surplus),
Funds,
$5,923,197.00
4,168.066.40 bert Ferricr and Lendon Jackson
Total Liabilities,
Statutory' Deposit, $2,000,000.00
$47,910,079.90
Guaranty Fund,
750,000.00
Capital Paid Up or
Unassigned Funds
of Aurora Lodge and John Low
Surplus as Regards
Statutory Deposit, $2,000,030.00
(Surplus),
4.188.908.68 Unassigned Funds
and Melvin Carpenter of Rockland
Policyholders,
$4,998,066.40
(Surplus),
9.067.230.84
Unassigned Funds
Lodge.
Surplus as Regards
(Surplus),
16647,812.38
Total,
Mrs. Perry- made the following
$9,822,101.66
Surplus as Regards
Policyholders,
$6,188,908.68
34-T-4O committee appointments for the
Policyholders,
$15,740,427.84
Surplus as Regards
Total,
$19,663,482.33
Policyholders,
$18,847,812.38
coming year: Resolutions, Josef
IJBERTY MUTUAL
Total,
$50.745826.37
34-T-4O
Vinal;
Inquiry, Mrs. Georgie
INSURANCE COMPANY
34-T-40
Total,
$66,757,892.28
Boston, Massachusetts
Rackliff, Mrs. Clara Watts and
ALLSTATE FIRE INSURANCE
34-T-40
ASSETS, DEC. 31. 1956
MUTUAL BENEFIT HEALTH A
COMPANY
Raymond Watts; Visiting, Ward
Bonds.
$374,027,223.00
ACCIDENT ASSOCIATION
7447 Skokie Boulevard
FITCHBURG MUTUAL FIRE
1. Mrs. Geraldine McConchie and
Stocks,
41.965.180. CO
Omaha, Nebraska
Skokie, Illinois
INSURANCE COMPANY
Real Estate Owned,
7.059,191.00 Mrs. Margaret Simmons; Ward 2,
ASSETS, DEC. 31, 1956
Fitchburg, Massachusetts
ASSETS, DEC. 31, 1956
Mrs. Athleen Pease and Mrs.
$128,188,915.15 Cash and Bank De
ASSETS, DEC. 31, 1956
Bonds,
$14,929,187.44 Bonds,
posits.
17855.706.00 Esther Graves; Ward 3, Mrs.
3.323,038.00 , Stocks,
31,585.326.78
Bonds.
$781676.90 Stocks,
1 Cash and Bank De
Agents Balances or Un
Stocks,
353,596.00 Cash and Bank De
Vivian Vinal and Mrs. Florencia
collected Premiums, 20 552.515.00 Roach; Ward 4, Mrs. Priscilla
posits.
14.352.936.56
posits,
964210.70
Real EstatP Owned,
87,498.43
Other Assets,
2.812813.00
Agents Balances or Un
Cash and Bank De
Agents Balances or Un
Adams and Mrs. Golden-Munro;
collected Premiums, 2.652,462.87
collected Premiums, 13.940.877.46
posits,
432.881.12
760?217.06
Total Assets,
$484,272,328 00 Ward 5. Mrs. Helen Bean and
Agents Balances or Un
Other Assets,
103,284.99 Other Assets,
LIABILITIES. SURPLUS AND
Mrs. Gertrude Boody; Ward 6,
collected Premiums,
92.896.68
Total Assets,
$177,539,858.42 OTHER FUNDS, DEC 31. 1956
Total Assets,
$33,260,598.59
Other Assets,
20,591.13
Mrs. Ivy. Chatto and Mrs. Ger
Reserve for Losses, $253885,714.00
LIABILITIES, SURPLUS AND
LIABILITIES, SURFLUS AND
trude Merrill; Ward 7. Mrs. Eliza
OTHER FUNDS, DEC. 31, 1956 Reserve for Loss Adjust
Total Assets.
$1,769,040.26 OTHER FUNDS, DEC. 31, 1956
ment Expenses,
23,211,920.00 beth Davis and Mrs. Virginia
Reserve for Losses.
$90,207.00 Reserve for Losses, $67,546,169.25
LIABILITIES, SURPLUS AND
Knight; Ingraham Hill. Mrs. Lu
Reserve for Loss Adjust
Reserve for Unearned
Reserve for Loss Adjust
OTHER FUNDS, DEC. 31, 1956
ment Expenses.
824.248.47
Premiums.
67 529857.00 cille McConchie; Owls Head, Mrs.
ment Expenses,
33,627.00
Reserve for Losses,
$44,742.40
Reserve for Unearned
Reserve for Taxes,
10,0-6831 00 Flora Hary; and Thomaston. Mrs.
Reserve lor Unearned
Reserve for Loss Adjust
Premiums,
43,758.391.63 AU Other LiabiUUes, 17846.857.00 Amy Tripp.
Premiums,
23.152,593.00
ment Expenses,
2,500.00
3.757,911.50
Reserve for Taxes,
995.442.40 Reserve for Taxes,
Reserve for Unearned
At the conclusion of the installa
Total Liabilities,
$76,480,879.00
30.247.91 All Other Liabilities, 3,593,015.50
Premiums,
933.264.00 All Other Liabilities,
tion ceremonies, a reception for
Special Surplus
Reserve for Taxes,
27.615.00
Funds,
Total Liabilities, $119,479,736.43
$25,334,807.00 the new officers was held in the
Total Liabilities,
$24,302,117.31
All Other Liabilities,
12.254.14
Special Surplus
Capital Paid Up or
Capital Paid Up or
banquet hall where the decora
Funds,
$12,000,000.00
Statutory Deposit,
1.250,000.00 tions were the handiwork of Mr. j
Statutory Deposit, $1,000,000.00
Total Liabilities,
$1,020,375.54
Unassigned Funds
Unassigned Funds
Unassigned Funds
Unassigned Funds
(Surplus),
46.060,121.99
(Surplus),
61.206,642.00 and Mrs. Albert Ferrier; Mrs.
(Surplus),
$7,938,481.28
$748,664.72
(Surplus),
Esther Graves was chairman of
Surplus as Regards
Surplus as Regards
Surplus as Regards
the refreshment committee assist
Surplus as Regards
Policyholders,
$58,060,121.99
Policyholders,
$87,791,449.00 ed by Mrs. Louise Crozier, Mrs.
Policyholders,
$8,958,481.28
Policyholders,
$748.664 72
Gladys Karl. Mrs. Ivy Chatto and
Total,
$177,539,858.42
Total,
$464 272,328.00
$33,260,596.59
Total,
$1,769,040.26
Total,
34-T-40
34-T-40 Mrs. Virginia Chatto.
34-T-40
34-T-40

WASHINGTON

UNION

The American Legion Auxiliary
will sponsor the first of their
Adult Polio Clinics, Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday, March 27,
28 and 29 at 7 p. m. at the Thomp
son Memorial Building. There
will be a donation of *1.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Auspland
of Rockport were recent dinner
guests of Miss Ida Hughes.

The Women's Community Club
meets tonight honoring new mem
bers. Hostesses serving are Mar
garet Gleason. Sadie Cunningham
and Hattie Leach.
Orient Chapter, OES. installa
tion of oiffeers will be held Fri
day. March 29.
Seven Tree Grange meets for
regular meeting Wednesday eve
ning. David Carroll has charge
of refreshment hour.
Mr. and Mrs. John Moody
spent the weekend with Mr. and
Mrs. Clinton Cummings of Groton,
Mass.

Mrs. Lorraine Gleason enter
tains the Extension group sewing
class this evening.

Owned and Operated by THE RINES CO., Bangor

"The Tweed Shop"

is blooming with smart

Stop
C«yiAINt

Spring Coats
and Dresses
the

Tweed

Coal
tailored with
distinction

$49.45
Here is the Quality Coat that
lives up to a fine reputation
by giving years of service
with master design, expert
fit in the very finest of wool
en fabrics. Come in ...
Select the style that suits
you best in the new opales
cent tweed ... in wonderful
spring colors.

MISSES' ANO WOMEN'S SIZES

It wouldn't be
spring without
lovely new . .
Pifidfted
Here at "The Tweed Shop"
you'll find the freshest, the
smartest and most figure flat
tering dresses imaginable,
in sizes for misses, women
and juniors.
You'll find soft crepes, pure
silks, rich shantungs and tex
tured cottons.
You'll find slim sheaths, full
skirted princesses,- one and
two piece styles.

Solid colors, checks, prints
and polka dots.

SI4.”„ M9

NAVY BLUE

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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ROCKPCRT

THOMASTON
Newt and Social Items Notices and Advertisements may bs sent
or telephoned to
GEORGE NEWBERT. HIGH ST TEL lM-fl

AN APOLOGY TO OUR THOMASTON READERS
To meet a tight mail schedule The Courier-Gazette
must go to press before the town meeting in Thomaston
even starts on Monday evening. It will therefore be im
possible to report on this event in this issue.
Complete and accurate coverage will be given the
Thomaston Town Meeting in the next issue of this news
paper.
JOHN M. RICHARDSON,
Editor-Publisher.

Kiwanis Better Homes Show Draws Well

SENATOR

MRS HERBERT CROCKETT
Correspondent
Telephone CEdar 6-3592

PAYNE

Rockport Extension Service met
Thursday for an all day session at
the Lions Club Room with 18
members present and two guests
who were Mary McDonough of
Camden and Kathleen Wieners of
Rockport.
Emergency feeding
was led by Mrs. Myrtle Spear,
the food leaden, in the absence of
Mrs. Lillian Clough.
The Fred A. Norwood Woman's
Relief Corps met Thursday night
with Mrs. Jean Gushee. The busi
ness meeting was held and it was
voted to donate to the Crippled
Chi'dren Fund.
A report was
made on the health of Mrs. Flor
ence Knight. Mrs. Lavina Leigh
ton; also that Mrs. Austin Rankin
was a patient at Camden Com
munity Hospital. Irene Petti won
the door prize and Mrs. Emma
Torrey the mystic prize. Games
were played.
Members were
asked to give their grabs to the
executive board. Because of the
carnival there will be no meeting
this week.

REPORTS
Senator

Frederick

G.

Payne

wrote to Gordon Gray. Director,

Civil Service
Calls For Aircraft
Inspectors, Others
The Director. First U. S. Civil
Service Region, announced today
that a new examination has been
published for filling Aircraft In
spector (Engines and / or Propellors) positions in various Federal
agencies in New’ England. En
trance salaries for these positions
are $4525 a year. Four years of
experience is required, six months
of which must have been gained
jn an aircratt engine or propeller
manufacturing plant. Experience
ag
machinist tooimaker, air

Office of Defense Mobilization, on
March 7, on behalf of the New t
England Senatorial Delegation.
urging early action on the notice 1
filed with ODM in March, 1956. craft mechanic, etc., may be sub
by the National Association of stituted up to three years for the
Wool Manufacturers that wool experience required. Thc major
Capt. Charles Spear has re
Miss Susan Dennison is spend
textile imports “threaten to im ity of vacancies are expected to
ing a week with her parents. Dr. turned from Boston where, in con
pair the national security” and be in the vicinity of Hartford,
and Mrs. Frederick Dennison, junction with his work as port
the request of the Association for Conn.
from her studies at Gould Acad captain at the Bath Iron Works,
relief under Section 7 of the Trade i
he took a Coast Guard examina
emy in Bethel.
Interested persons should apply
Agreements Extension Act of 1955.! at &ny
office ,n New England
tion
for
pilotage
at
Boston
Har

Miss Lena Shorey has returned
Mr. Gray’s reply to Senator I for further information and the
to Portland after spending the bor. He was accompanied by his
Payne today indicates that ODM necessary application forms, or
weekend as guest of Miss Hilda mother. Mrs. Maynard Spear,
is aware of the situation in the for information as to where they
who
visited
relatives
in
Stoneham.
George.
industry and has the petition may be obtained; or they may ap
Mass.
Mrs. Florence Gardiner was
presently under active considera ply to the Regional Director, First
Cub Scout Pack 215 will meet
hostess to the Contract Club Fri
tion.
U. S. Civil Service Region, Post
day afternoon. Mrs.
Percival Thursday evening at 7 o’clock at
• • •
The Better Homes Show at the Rockland Community Building, arranged for by Kiwania Club of thia
Office and Courthouse Building,
the
Federated
Ohurch
vestry
for
Pierpont was awarded the prize.
city, opened ita doors Monday afternoon to an appreciative crowd. It continued to be well patronized with
This week I introduced a bill to Boston 9. Mass. Applications will
Others present were: Mrs. R H. its March meeting. Wendell HadMrs. Richard Kelley of Belfast guests admiring the many exhibits designed to improve Home, Sweet Home. The show continues today. codify and modernize Federal
be accepted until further notice
Tanner, Mrs. Arthur Elliot and lock of the Farnsworth Museum was honored Thursday evening at Tuesday, with sessions from 2 to 5 in the afternoon and 7 to 10 tonight. Professional entertainment is also
Photo by McKeoi, laws relating to the state mari and should be filed with the Re
in Rockland will display Indian a stork shower at the home of provided,
Mrs. William Boynton.
time academies. Senators Mar gional Director, First U. S. Civil
The food sale held Saturday Relics and will speak and show her mother. Mrs. Louis Cash, as
onton , with a bouquet of mixed Poole, Jackie
Littlefield, Gay garet Chase Smith, Saltonstall, Service Region. Post Office and
grandmother.
Mrs.
Marion
Ingra

slides
about
Indians.
This
is
in
sisted by Mrs, Marion Ingraham,
afternoon at the Knox Hotel, spon
flowers from the chapter. Past- Estes, Luther Tolman, Carl and and Kennedy of Massachusetts, Courthouse Building, Boston 9,
sored by the Parent's Club to conjunction with the theme of Mrs. Joyce Ingraham, and Mrs. ham and her aunt, Mrs. Marion
Matron Lillian Simonton will be Pamela's grandmother, Mrs. Leila Ives and Javits of New York and Mass.
the
month.
“
Indian
Trails
”
.
Boy
Cash.
Nancy Compton. The gifts were
benefit the senior class trip, netted
Vacancies for the positions of
the
installing officer, assisted by Burgess, and several of the child- Kuche! of California Joined in coScouts of Troop 215 are invited to arranged in a family cradle. Re
The Johnson Society met Wed
<21.15.
I sponsoring the bill. Over a year Tabulating Project Planner and
past
district
deputy
Marion
Upren
’
s
mothers.
attend.
nesday
afternoon
at
the
home
of
freshments were served by the
| has been spent in drafting and re- Trainlng officer (Instrument FiyJoseph Richards is a patient at
------------------Friendly Circle public supper hostess assisted by Susan Comp Miss Marion Weidman.
Next ham. installing chaplain and Ivis
the Veterans’ Hospital in Togus.
vising this bill which is an out- ing instruction) are to be filled
will be held tonight at 6 o’clock ton. Sandra Upham and Helen Le week members are invited to meet Cripps installing marshal at the
I growth of the comprehensive frOm the examinations announced
Cards will reach him at Ward 8.
Tenants
Harbor
annual
installation
ceremonies
to
at the Federated Church.
land. Those present were Mrs. at the home of Mrs. Madge Hick
' maritime training and education today by the Board of U. S. Civil
Fred Ames has returned home
be held at Masonic Hall.
The Lions Club will meet Wed C’ara Kelley of Belfast, Miss Ann land, Camden.
MRS HENRY ALLEN
study made by the Senate Com- service Examiners, Air Force
after having been a surgical pa nesday night at the Thomaston
Correspondent
Ingraham of Rockland. Mrs. Doro
Mrs. Vinie Johnson and daugh
merce Committee in 1955-56.
j Cambridge Research Center. L. G.
tient at Knox Hospital.
Telephone
69
Cafe for a 6.30 supper followed by thy Upham, Sandra Upham. Mrs. ter Sharon and Mrs. Adelaide PetIn addition to codifymg existing Hanscom Field. Medford. Mass,
Mra. Richard Feyler has pur a business meeting at St. John’s Nancy Compton. Mrs. Arlene Kim
tegrove of Owls Head spent a day VINALHAVEN
A wrltten test ,g not required
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hawkins statutes the bill would authorize a
chased the Little Gift Shop on Episcopal Church Undercroft.
ball, Miss Helen Leland. Miss Shir- recently at Southwest Harbor,
modest increase in Federal assist- However, applicants must have
returned
Saturday
after
a
sever,
PATRICIA
DUNCAN
Main Street from Mrs. Ruth Mc
Grace Chapter, OES. will exem lene Heath. Mrs. Donna Lermon. guests of Mrs. Vera Mitchell.
Correspondent
weeks' visit with Mr. and Mrs. ance to the state maritime aead- had experience in the fields of
Lain and plans to open soon.
plify the degrees on candidates Miss Hazel Wall. Miss Sara Sim
Telephone 172
A/lc Donald Frye, who has been
Gerald
Hawkins of West Palm emies and would permit the U. S. work gtated in the examination
Mrs. Ava Whitney and Miss Wednesday evening at thc Ma onton, Miss Janice Small. Mrs. in the Air Force for the past four
Commerce Department to make titles
Beach, Florida.
Refresh Willa Stevens. Mrs. Marion Ingra
Leila Clark have returned home sonic Temple at 7.30.
years, stationed in Germany, is
pu,,
detail3
and
necesfiary
Mr. and Mrs. Hartford Cook contracts with each state acadMiss
Shirley
Davis
was
a
guest
ments
will
be
served.
from Boston where they attended
ham. Mrs. Marion Richards. Mrs. living with his brother-in-law and
emy for annual Federal payments forms may be obtained from the
motored
to
Orono
Sunday
where
of Mr. and Mrs. Preston Lincoln
St. James’ Catholic Women's Pauline Hocking. Miss Arlene
the wedding of Ruth Wotton to
sister. Mr. and Mrs. David Eaton.
they were guests of Miss Jeanne over periods of up to four years. Executive Secretary, Board of U.
at North Haven for the weekend.
Club will meet Wednesday night Heath, Miss Barbarh Wood. Mrs.
William Wilson.
Glen Cove.
Cook,
who is a student at the This latter provision is designed S. Civil Service Examiners, Air
Mr. and Mrs. Ellsworth Senior at 7.30 at the Church Hall.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Ames re
Joyce Ingraham. Mrs. Theresa
to stabilize Federal support so Force Cambridge Research Cen
Mr.
and
Miw.
Charles
Carver
University
of Maine.
Girl Scout Council and Leaders Leland, Miss Susan Compton, and
and daughter Barbara and Mrs.
turned home last Thursday from
have entertained at a dinner party
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Hunne-: that an academy can tell an en ter. L. G. Hanscom Field, Bed
meeting
will
be
held
Thursday
J. R. Rattenbury have returned
Hartford, Conn., where they visit
Mrs. Marion Cash.
in honor of Mrs. Grace Howe’s
well made a business trip to Port-: tering student with some degree ford. Mass.; from the Regional Di
to New York City after spending evening at 7.30 at the Girl Scout
Plans have been changed and birthday. Present were Mr. and ed with Mrs. Elsie Ames.
of assurance what his exjrenses rector, First U. S. Civil Service
land Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Wendall Coombs
the weekend as guests of .Enoch Hall. Plans will be mad for th
the Rockport Carnival will be Mrs. Herbert Crockett and son
will be while he is enrolled. In Region. Post Office and Court
Mrs.
Fannie
Orcutt
is
a
patient!
Girl Scout cookie sale.
Clark.
held at the new Elementary school Charlie, and Mr. and Mrs. Gene and daughter of Northbridge, at the Mae Murray Nursing Home the past the annual uncertainty
house Building, Boston 9, Mass.;
Mrs. Mertie Hastings of Rock- J on West street in the gymnasium.
Miss Catherine Manning and
Mass., returned home on Monday
over the availability of Federal or may appIy
any
office
Howe. •
at Camden.
land
was
honored
on
the
occasion
after visiting for a few days with
Richard Coomhs of Milton, Mass.,
March 28 29. 30.
Mrs. Gladys Wilson, West street,
Mrs. Marion Gray Clark, who funds has discouraged many pros- for app,icatlOn forms of informahis sister. Mrs. Effie Anderson.
were weekend guests of Mr. and of her 67th birthday Thursday at
Women’s Society of Christian
has been a patient at Knox Hos pective students from attending tion as to where such formg may
the home of her daughter. Mrs. service met Wednesday evening at was recent guest of Mrs. Charles
Lora Hanley has returned home
Mrs. Edwin Anderson.
obtained.
Collins of Rockland.
pital and the Mae Murray Nurs the state maritime academies.
from Boston.
The fire department was called Cecil Larsen on Beechwood Street, the home of Mrs. Madge Hickland,
The merchant marine is the
A group of Sophomores met at
ing Home in Camden, has re
Applications
will be accepted by
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Coombs
Bunday night to extinguish a for a chicken supper. A special Camden. It was voted to donate
turned to the Knox Hotel at fourth arm of the nation's defense the Board of U. S. Civil Service
the home of Brenda Spear to work
cake
made
by
Mrs.
Larsen
was
grass Are on Dexter Street be
to the Red Cross and the Chippled out plans for thc carnival. Box have returned home after spend Thomaston.
establishment. Without a steady Examiners. Air Force Cambridge
Mr. Larsen and Alton Children Fund. Plans were made
ing the winter in Florida.
tween the quarries. According to served.
lunch was enjoyed. Those present
Mr. and Mrs. Ansel Smith and flow of highly trained officers Research Center, L. G. Hanscom
Mrs.
Evelyn
Young
returned
Fire Chief Edwin Anderson it was Chase were also guests.
to remodel the kitchen and it was were
Jerry
Lovejoy,
Joan
3on of Portland were guests Sat from both the Federal academy Field, Bedford, Mass., until furThe fire department was called voted to buy some lumber. The
home on Thursday after having
believed to have been set by boys
Morton. Virginia Ulmer, Toppy
urday of Mr. and Mrs. Philip at Kings Point and the state acad ther notice.
Saturday afternoon to extinguish club will meet April 12 with Mrs.
visited with her daughter and
playing there.
emies into the merchant marine, i
Frye, Barbara Rhodes, Greta Nor
Phillips.
family, Mr. and Mrs. Percy Bar
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Files. Mr. a grass Are at the rear of the Alice Welt of Camden. Co-hosLewis Smith of Malden, Mass.. I we would be hard pressed to meet
beck. Martha Hallowell, Norma
JOIN
and Mrs. Freeman Garniss, Mrs. home of Mrs. Susie Newbert, tesses will be Mrs. Beatrice Rich
ter, in Boothbay.
Heath. Charles Crockett. Richard
spent the weekend at his Willard- the peacetime demand for quailThe first meeting of the Garder
Ralph Cushing and Mrs. Charles which according to Fire Chief Ed ards. Mrs. Dorothy Sprague, and
fid
officers
let
along
maintain
our
Turner, Richard Salminen and
iam home.
Club for the current season wil
Spear met at the home of Mr. win Anderson, was started by sev Mrs. Jean Larsen. At this meet
Malden Chandler.
Mrs. Margaret Frieder has re overseas supply lines in any na
be held at the Union Church Ver
and Mrs. Arthur Frleder in Ten eral boys playing along the river ing an Easter basket for the shutThe Rockport Brownies met at
turned after spending the winter tional emergency. Last year leg
ants Harbor Saturday evening bank.
ns will be filled. The committee the Elementary School Building try on Friday evening, March 29 at Miami. Fla., and New York.
islation was enacted to make
at 7.30. A colored movie, "How
Those from Thomaston who at in charge are Mrs. Dorothy Mcand selected a comedy, "Little
with three leaders and 27 Brownies
Mr. and Mrs. William Jenkins Kings Point a permanent school.1
CALL
Green Is Your Garden” will b<
Shot", to be presented later in tended the joint installation of Pheters, Mrs. Beatrice Richards
and one guest Kathleen Salminen.
and son Billy of Bangor were My new bill would give increased
shown and everyone is welcome
the spring by the Women's Auxili Meduncook Lodge, Knights of and Mrs. Beatrice Phillips.
CIVIL
Subject was on “Health and
Sunday g-uests of Mr. and Mrs. stability to the four state acad- j
ary of St. John’s Episcopal Pythias and Friendship Lodge
Susan Compton celebrated her taking care of one’s teeth.” Each Hostessess are Mrs. Bertha Slaugh Harlan Bragdon.
emies—including our own Maine
DEFENSE
ter and Mrs. Mora Thomas.
Church.
Pythian Sisters, in Friendship F;i eighth birthday at a party at the
was given a book by Dr. Lloyd
Fred Giles has returned home Maritime Academy at Castine.
Mrs. Mora Thomas was hostess
day night were: Members of th< home of her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
from Rockland, where he spent
Richardson to fill out on teeth. A
Arcana Lodge who took part in Harry Compton.
Games were surprise birthday party for five to the ETO Club on Thursday eve the winter "with relatives.
ning. First prize was awarded
the ceremony. Alden Watts in played with Susan Arthur winning
At the regular meeting or Puri
Brownies was given to Susan
Mrs. Hazel Roberts, Consolation
stalling officer; Lewellyn Baines the paper game and Kathy Thurs
tan Rebekah Lodge Thursday, the
Compton . Brenda Hall. Charlene
prize
to
Mrs.
Dorothy
Headley
and
master at arms; J. Warren Ever ton the pin a tail on the donkey
degrees will be conferred.
Re
Jones, Kathy Thurston, Linda
Mrs. Vera Boman received thc
ett. grand secretary. Others were: and Arlene Pcttingill the marble
freshment committee for the eve
Coiby. The Fly-Up Girls will meet
Traveling prize. A lunch was ser
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Andrews game. Refreshments included a
ning will be Jewel Stone, Virginia
today at the home of their leader,
ved by the hostess.
Mr. and Mrs. William Shields. birthday cake made by her grand
Wall, Elosia Hupper and Helmi
Mrs. Mildred Roberts.
Mrs. Alden Watts, Mrs. Lrwellyn mother, Mrs. Marion Ingraham.
Mrs. Elizabeth Grant is a paCombined Birthday Party
Kilpinen.
S
Baines. Mrs. J. Warren Everett Present were Arlene Woodward.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Malmstrom
ient at Knox Hospital.
Pamela Burgess, daughter of
Mrs. Percy Clarke, Mrs. Orett Linda Colby, Linda Anderson,
Mrs. Stella
Simonton, Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Burgess and returned to Tyngsboro, Mass..
Robinson. Mrs. Harvel Ring. Mrs. Susan Arthur. Charlene Spear,
Alice Simonton and Mrs. Lillian Carl Philbrook, son of Mr. and Saturday.
Vernon Tabbutt.
Mrs.
Ellen Kathy Thurston, Arlene Pettingill.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice CollaSimonton motored to Old Town in Mrs. Harry Philbrook, celebrated
Jones, Mrs. Grace Andrews. Mrs Lois Jean Barrows, and Ranny
company with the department their third birthdays on Saturday more and daughter Judy of Round
Eva Williamson. Mrs. Marcelenc Compton, also Susan’s mothcr and president of the National Worn- with a combined party at the home Pond were visitors of Mr. and
Stone, Ralph Crawford. Charles
an’s Relief Corps and visited of Mr. and Mrs. Burgess. Severa Mrs. Ernest Eaton Sunday.
t --5—
Starrett and Frank Linekin.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilho Elgland
8. J. Oats Relief Corps No. 70.
of their young friends joined them
Alice Eighth Birthday
A/B Bradley E. Pettegrovc and the children passed the after- have returned from a visit with
Alice Taylor was tendered a j j
A/F 21218805 of Owls Head, grand- noon playing and enjoyed a lunch friends in Concord, N. H., and
party at the Girl Scout Hall Fri- ,
son of Mrs. Vinie Johnson enlisted of cookies, birthday cake, ice Fitabburg, Mass.
day afternoon in honor of hei j S
in the U.S. Air Force and is sta- cream and punch. Each child also
Featuring
<
eighth birthday. Mrs. Ruth Tay- j
tioned at Lackland. Air Force received a little basket filled with
IN NEW YORK
lor was assisted by Mrs. Janet
Base, Texas.
[ candy. Carl and Pamela each reHENRY NADELL
Berry. Games were played with
Town Manager and Mrs. Archie ceived many nice gifts.
M. C. ar.d Singer
prizes being awarded to Jean
A.
Stevens spent Friday in Brewer
Those present were Jean HopJUDY ACHLSON
Bryant and Sharon Jo Hamilton.
attending the Central Maine man- kins, Janet Burgess. Sandra and
Dancer
Refreshments were served includ
agers’ meeting.
j Douglas Burgess. Wendy and BarAlso Featuring
ing a special cake made by Mrs.
Harbor Light Chapter O.E.S. bara Duncan, Debra White, Dale
THE CLAUDE NOEL TRIO
Cora Cushman and a cake with
met recently for their regular Oakes, Terry Whittington, Donna
For Dancing
the Brownie Scout inslgna on top
meeting. The officers of the year
aaSSWMWSWMSMSJKMKMSSSSWSSSF
Other guests were: Susan Adams
presented a ceremony honoring
1OOO SPACIOUS
Andrea Melgard Susan Lampinen.
Sister Elizabeth Simonton, retir
STUDLEY
PUBLIC
PARTY
Linda Smalley. Brenda Peterson.
MODERN ROOMS
ing matron and brother Harvey
JoAnne Jameson. Sharon Fernald,
Simonton, retiring patron. At the
NEWLY FURNISHED
HARDWARE CO.
2 SHOWS NIGHTLY
COMMUNITY BUILDING
Judy Hahn. Paula Chapman. Judy s
close of the ceremony. Mre. Mar
? NEW SHOW EVERY WEEK
MANY WITH 21*’ TV
THOMASTON
McLain, all of Thomaston and
garet Wood, associate matron
J
37-28
Virginia Olson of Cushing
presented the matron Mrs. Sim-

can the driver

A

SEE
YOU?

GALA
FLOOR SHOW <

HOTEL
THORNDIKE

M

_

PHONE 4C9

j

KNOX

Every
^Wednesday Night

TUESDAY - WEDNESDAY

6.30 - 8.30 Only

*

//

NOW SHOWING
THROUGH SATURDAY
Matinee 2 — Evening 6.30-

MMntJfeNMuMiiMHRi

Conven,enf

7.SO P. M.

KNOX COUNTY
FISH AND GAME ASSN.
4-T-tf

• MINUTES TO SHOPPING —

'ofel/ouraine
fc*VB°ston

«

THEATRES — ALL TERMINALS —
EVENING AND WEEK-END
PARKING ADVANTAGES

JOHN STEINBECK'S
OREATEST BOOK!

Recommended by

AAA

",

vOC*"0** '

PUBLIC PARTY

WEEK END

Special

ELIA KAZAN'S

V/icn PER PERS0N

^/Ijy

Tuesday Night

MOST EXPLOSIVE PICTURE!

t

~

Warm** Bros. wwi
CincmaScopE WarnerColor
RTARMW
JULIE HAMS-JAMES DEAN-RAYMOND MASSEYaw'iWMi
ENDS MONDAY; "WINGS OF EAGLE" - John Wayne

A MAGMA PRODUCTION
DISTRIBUTED BY 20th CENTURY FOX

THIS ENGAGEMENT ONLYI - U*
Motinee 50c — Evenings 70c — Children 20c all shows

WUXIAMS-BBAZIEB POST

PER DAY IN
~~ DOUBLE ROOMS
$6 SINGIE OCCUPANCY
INCLUDING,

COMPLETE BREAKFAST

NO. 87

Thomaston Nat’I Bank Building
4-T-tf

14 E. It* $♦.. Maw Tart 14. M. T.
t - NY I 771

Tel. - lEnfwjton 2 7BOO

THEATRES •

SHOPPING * SUBWAYS •
HISTORIC SITES * BUSINESS DISTRICTS

- |VE»Y WtEK • THURSDAY THROUGH SUHOAV

Every

H«m«jy

NOW—AIR CONDITIONED GUEST ROOMS
TREMONT AND
BOYLSTON STS.

MODERN COMFORTABLE ACCOMMODATIONS

Reasonably Priced

overlooking

CMI0REM UNOM 14 — NO CHARGE
PARKING AVABAtU
«____ L
You'Ll en,oy THE SABLE ROOM and the TOURAINE GRIllI
BOSTON
COMMON

tHOMAS j. WAUH. 6<m>« Msssgsf

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
INEXPENSIVE - EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
HERE’S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Advertisements in this enlumn not to exceed three lines Inserted
once for 50 rents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10 cents
(or each line, half prico each additional time ased. Five small
words to a line.
Special Notice! All “blind ads" so called, 1. e.,' advertisements
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette office
for handling, cost 15 cents additional.
A name should appear on all classified ads to serure best results.
Those with phone or street numbers only are not advised.
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
No classified -ds will be accepted without the rash and no book
keeping will be maintained for these ads.
ALL MUST BE PAID FOR
as received except from firms or individuals maintaining regular
accounts with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five to a
Line.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

G. E. Refrig., Maple Couch
(needs repair), chairs baby crib
with chest, desk and other arti
cles for sale, reasonable. MILS.
69 Main Street, Thomaston. 36’38

NEW Electric Remington Razor
for sale, used 3 times. $20: als
Sessions Chime Clock, perferunning condition, chimes ha'
and hour $35: ladies racoon coat
TWELVE Toulouse Geese for good condition, size 16. $37; Vic
sale. Starting to lay. TEL. 424 torian platform crib and mattress
M.
35*37 $10. Tel THOMASTON 201-2.
37-3
BENDIX
Dialmatic
Washer
SIX Chrome Stools. McCasV;
for sale. Reasonable. TEL. 1419
K.__________________________ 35-37 adding machine and cash registei
60 cu. ft. refrig., two coke cooler
ALUMINUM COMBINATION
and one Kemp nut machine foWINDOWS & DOORS FOR SAI.I sale. TEL. CEdar 6-9315. 37*3
Top quality (NEWCO Mark V
17 CU. FT. Duo Compartm n
triple track The window with .
reputation. sold and installed Horizontal Deep Freeze for sale
factory to you by Kenniston Bros Under 3 years old. $3C0. TEL
37-3
Exclusive Knox County Distribi. CEdar 62039.
ONE Owner 21" Motorola TV
tors. HOWARD M KENNISTON
for sale, console with doers, will
23 Gay Street, Rockland Te
1430-W. Warren CRestwood 4-2686 or without antenna. TEL. 716W
Camden CEdar 6-3066
129
____________________________ 36*3
TRUMPET for sale. Gold lac •
Advertise in The Courier-Gazettquer. Conn. $55. TEL. 4C7-X.
_____________________________ 37*39
YOU never saw such good lock
ing second hand clothes. To ap
preciate the bargains, and we
mean bargains, you should com
pare wdth regular price and quali
ty. Now is the time to take ad
vantage. Easter will be here
soon.
Anything for the entire
family you w-ill find at UPTON'S
in Camden. While you are there
look at all the other items, baby
carriages, furniture, etc. Note
change in opening time.
Mon
days. 6 p. m. to 9 p. m. only;
Tuesday through Saturday
9
a. m. to 6 p. m.: Sunday after
noon. 3 to 6. For friendly lnloi mo
tion call any time CAMDEN
6-2088.
36-38
ONE Used Hot Air Furnace
complete with pipes, registers and
Delco oil burner and controls for
sale, $175: also. 1 Winkler lt«.v
pressure oil burner with controls,
used four years, only $65; 1 used
gun type oil burner with controls
$25. CHARLES SHAW. Tel. Rock
land 1451 or Th maston 334 36*38
'48 CHEV. Conv. Cpe., tor sale,
$165; also, '48 Willys Sta. Wgn..
$165; '50 Ply. Sta. Wgn., $495; '50
Chev. Belair. $485; '50 Olds 2-D,
$290; ’53 Chev. 2-D, $485; ’54 Ford
2-D, $775; '48 4-WD Jeep. $375;
’47 Cad. Limo., $275; '49 Cad.
4-D, $500; One Wench and Drum,
$45, suitable" for pulling larg
boats or floats out. Water pump.for sale or to let, pumps 115 gal.
per minute; one float and walk
10x20. $75; >s H. P. Elec. Motor
$15; 10’ Skip Jack Hull. $60; 16
Kennebec boat and trailer, $22C
BEE
LINE SERVICE,
INC
Rockland, Tel. 455.
36-38
400 EGG Electric Incubator for
sale. 3EL. 424-M.
35*37
GATELEG Table, Chairs, Re
frigerator and Comb. Radio-Rec
ord Player for sale. Call 36
SCHOOL STREET alter 5 p. m
___________________ 35*3
TW'O Fluorescent Ceiling Light
Fixtures for sale.
For informa
tion CALL 1565.
35 3,
Combination Gas and Oil Range
for sale.
Inquire at 30 SOC,.
STREET.
35*3

REAL ESTATE
ATTRACTIVE new- 4 room
house with rural setting for sale
about 3 miles from center of
Camden village 2 bed: ooms an
bath, large kitchen with sunny
dining area, oil fired hot air heat
Brook runs through property. A
perfect little home.
Can be fl
nanced.
ALLEN
INSURANCE
AGENCY, David H. Montgomery
Pres., Tel. Camden CEdar 62296
37-11
WE HAVE OVER TWO
HUNDRED IJSTINGS
in Rockland and vicinity.

If you are looking for a camp
cottage on lake or shore, farm,
or dwelling, we have it for you.
We invited you to our office a*
63 Park Street to look over these
listings.
AUSTIN D. NELSON A CO.
Telephone 928
Roekland, Maine
*
3638

Cousens' Realty
Business Opportunities
Cottages, Lots and Dwelling*

21 LIMEROCK ST.

TEL. 1538
Across from Post Office

152-t’
weooooooooooooooooooor

LOTS for sale. Two 100 x456
Samoset Road, Rockland. CAI 1
-30
•>*

W>'\C
Rockland. Maine
1647-W

For Arc Welding
Type ACP—AWS

Class E-6011
All Position
50 Pound Cartons

15'/2C per pound
ELECTRIC AND GAS
WELDERS

MORRIS GORDON & SON
31-39 s
»•••••••••••••••
good'used cars

We finance our own cars. No
finance or interest charge. MUN
SEY AUTO SALES, 131 North
Main street.
16-tf
PIGS and Shoats for salt
GREFNLAW FARMS,
Lincoln
ville avenue, Belfast, Maine.
__
154-tf
—USED Oil Ranges for sale, white
porcelain oil and elec comb., gas
and oil comb. A. C. McLOON CO.
Tel 1510.
__________ 143-tf
— 9x12 LINOLEUMS for sale, reg
ular $10.95 for $6.95
NORTH
EASTLAND
TRADING
POST,
Thomaston.
1-tf

COMMERCIAL

FARMS

SERVICES

WESTINGHOUSE

ELECTRODES

’ COTTAGES

HOMES

FREE — FREE

To any housewife that will take
time to answer this ad, a new
miracle ccmb cleaner. Send post
card to DORIS M. HILLS. Route
2. Belfast.
37 3!
FREE INSPECTION
SEPTIC Tank and Cesspool
’leaned and repaired, reasonable.
Free estimate. 24 hour service.
Tel. ROCKLAND 8680.
33-tf
CHANEY H. RIPLEY. Rug Up
holstery and Auto Seat Cleaning
Service. All work guaranteed
Tel. ROCKLAND 946K.
32-tf
PAINTING and Paperhanging,
inside and outside work. All work
guaranteed. Will furnish material.
Work accepted anv place.
AL
BERT BROWN. Tel 451-R.
Have your chimneys cleaned.
17-tf
LITTIJC & HOFFSES
Building Contractors
Tel. 178-11
70 High Street. Thomaston, Maine
Gtchen-Bathroom Tile & Linoleum
Foundations - Chimneys
Remodeling & House-Builders
Free Estimates
119-tf

repair and service all
makes of sewing machines and
■•acuum cleaners. SINGER SEW
low price*. BICKNELL MFG. CO
ING MACHINE CO.,
395 Main
Lime Street.
8-tl
—BABY Parakeets for sale, full itreet, Rockland, Tel. 1724.
Twenty-four Hoar Photo Servline of parakeet foeds and mineral
health grit. GRACE’S GARDENS, ce. Ask for It at your local store
Mrs. Charles A. Swift, 9 Booker >r at GIFFORD’S. Rockland, Me.
ttf
Stieet, Thomaston, Tel. 374
1-tf
PIPE FOR SALE
Black and galvanized. All sizes

WE,

AVON CALLING
Women who need extra income. New Reps, are earning
$50 or more weekly representing Avon Cosmetics,
world's largest Mfr. of Cosmetics.

MRS. EDMUND LEBRUN, Mgr.
HAMPDEN HIGHLANDS. MAINE

Telephone Hampden 102 Collect after 6 ar Bai

Farnsworth Museum Has New Exhibit

WARREN

3250
37-39

Municipal Court
(Oontdnuea on Page Three)

MISS DORIS HYLER
Correspondent
Telephone CRestwood 4-2421 office
Telephone CRestwood 4-2038 honn

day.
The charges were continued to
April 15 for payment.
• • •

Rackliff, a lobster dealer, ap
Stacey Blethen of Belfast paid
pealed the finding and was re
a fine of $10 and $4 court costs
leased under $100 personal recog
after he was found guilty of driv
nizance bond.
ing a vehicle with no muffler. He
Following the Fellowship supper
The charge against Rackliff
was stopped by the Sheriff’s Pa
in
the
Montgomery
Rooms.
was brought by coastal wardens
trol on Route 17 in Union Sunday.
Thursday evening. Rev. Sterling
after he was arrested September
Asa Timothy Hall. 21. of GamHelmer, had a short devotional
23. 1056. The Municipal Court
den paid a fine of $15 and $4 coats
service and this was followed
judgment in September was ap i after pleading guilty to passing
by the presentation to Mrs. Avis
pealed to the November term of
through a stop sign on Elm Street
Norwood, of a gift of appreciation
Superior Court, continued to the
at the School Street junction in
for the time she had devoted as
February Court and dismissed
Camden last Thursday.
treasurer and assistant treasurer
for a faulty warrant.
The complaint waa brought by
of the church, which was ten
The new charge was preferred
Camden Police.
years.
and heard February 23 and has
• as
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Howard
been continued for 10 day periods
Merlon E. Gibbs of Belfast
have had a-s guests during the past
since then.
pleaded guilty to driving with no
week. Miss Alice McManus and
Rackliff’s lobster fishing license
registration on his person and was
Miss Jean Veilleu of Dexter. Miss
will be suspended, under the pres
fined $10.
He was stopp’d by
McManus is laboratory technician
ent law, pending the results of his
State Police on Route 1 in Thom
and Miss Veilleux x-ray technician
appeal at the May term of Supe
aston on Thursday.
at the Dexter hospital. Mr. and
rior Court.
•
•
•
Mrs. Jay Bracey of Southport and
Edmund E. Hardy, 22. of Ban
Court Recorder Domenic Cuceithey were accompanied home by
gor entered a guilty plea to a
nello, hearing Monday morning's
Miss Helent Howard for the week
charge of driving 55 miles an
| cases, levied a total of $67 in fines
end. Pfc. C. Edwin Howard, who
hour in a 45 mile zone and paid
and costse against 20 year old
was at home on a ten day fur
a fine of $10 and $6 court costs.
j Theodore A. Jones of South Thom
lough to attend his sister’s wed
He was arrested by Camden
aston when the youth pleaded
ding, has returned to Fort Rucker.
Police Sunday on Elm Street in
j guilt}- to three traffic violations.
Ground Observers on duty the
Camden.
Collectors' Items is the name of the currently featured exhibition at the Farnsworth Museum in I two of them complaints of driv
• • •
coming week are as follows: Mon
Roekland, showing articles accumulated over the years by many residents ol this neighborhood and valued ing withiout a license alleged to
Stanley M. Demuth of Appleday, Mrs. Beatrice Parent; Tues by them because of intrinsic or sentimental value.
Photo by Barde - have happened in defferent towns
ton paid a fine of $10 and $6 court
day. Mrs. Rose Payson; Wednes
Farnsworth Museum of Rockland many individuals. Some are of in the raw stage.
on the same day.
day, Mrs. Elsa Kigel; Thursday,
costs when he pleaded guilty to a
Jones was fined $20 and $6 costs charge of drinking in a public
The items are so varied that it
Mrs. Josephine Moody; Friday. !■ is on exhibit this week, and for high intrinsic value, others are
Mrs. Evelyn Payson; Saturday. at least two more weeks to come, appreciated because of the beauti is nearly impossible to mention for driving without a license on place on a complaint brought by
Shown is the South Thomaston Road in special constable Forest Daucette
Mrs. Elsie Teague; Sunday, Miss a collection of items gathered hy ful workmanship they represent or each and every one.
Director
Wendell C. Hadlock because of association or memo old-fashioned table silver, glass Owls Head on Sunday on com of Rockport.
Doris Hyler.
residents
of Roekland. ries represented by them.
and china ware, statuary, rugs, plaints brought by the Sheriff's
The incident took place Satur
Carl Gushee. son of Mr. and from
There is a collection of rocks, needle work, figurines, copper and Patrol.
Mrs. Damon Gushee. is a patient A»Pleton’ Union’ Waldoboro, War
day night at the Simonton’s Cor
He was fined $25 on a similar ner Road in Rockport.
it the Maine Medical Center. Port ren. Friendship. Th maston, Rock native and otherwise, gathered by other metal articles, and some
port and other nearby towns and Lawrence Whitney of Appleton in beautiful original Currier and charge alleged by the deputies to
• • •
land.
hts travels.
From Bar Harbor Ives prints.
have occurred on Route 17 in
Cecil R. Porter, 24. of Thorn
Crescent Temple. Pythian Sis villages.
Entitling the show “Collector’s comes a most interesting arrangeDirector
Hadlock
announced West Rockport Sunday. He was dike paid $16 in fines and costs
ters. were honored at the regular
neeting Friday night, by having ItPlns" the exhibit contains arti- ment of native Maine gems, some 1 that the exhibition would remain also fined $10 and $6 costs for after pleading guilty to driving
as guests. Mrs. Grace Littlehale. rles gathered over the years by set. some cut and polished, others open to the public until April 15. passing through a red light at through a stop sign on Elm Street
the junction of Routes 90 and 17 in Camden Saturday. Camden
Grand Chief of the Grand Temple
All of the unemployed workers ln West Rockport on thc same Police were complainants.
of Maine, and Mrs. Marguerite Adelle Stanford; past chief. Mrs.
Unemployment
( who had earnings from a subject
Hood and Mrs. Mildred Cooper, Lillian Simmons. Gifts were pre
fense. and school construction. In
members of Eureka Temple of Au- sented to the grand chief, the in Insurance Benefits , employer during 1956—and are to
Coffin Comments
I be unemployed during the week of
telligent cuts ln the first two can
burn as visitors. Installation of stalling officer and to the retiring
April 1—may tile a claim immedi On U. S. Budget
be made (m>» central purchasing
officers, with Mrs. Shirley Bow- most excellent chief. Refresh- Are Renewed
ately if they so desire. They must
bill for the armed service* seeks
ley, a past chief of Crescent ments were served by Mrs. MilThe Maine Employment Securi report to the nearest Employment Talking Sense About The Federal economy in the defense effort),
Temple as installing officer was died Starrett.
but an hysterical "meat axe" ap
Budget
held after the meeting. She was
Mrs. Grace Simmons was hos- ty Commission is announcing the Office and bring all of their Emassisted by the grand chief and tess to the Field and Garden Club opening of a new Benefit Year for ployee’s copies of their 1956 W-2
At the risk of being misunder proach would be disastrous to our
one of the visiting ladies as grand at her home March 21. Mrs. Beu- the payment of Unemployment In Forms—the withholding tax state- stood. I would like to contribute safety. Postponement or defeat
of school construction would be
manager and grand senior. Offl- lah Lord presented a paper on surance benefits to all unem ments. This will alliw an imme
my two cents worth of sense to the
placing too low a value on the
-ers installed were: Most Excel- birds, with several of the mem- ployed workers who may be en diately determination of their eli
lent Chief, Mrs. Gertrude Weaver; bers assisting in the reading. The titled to them. The new Benefit gibility and—If eligible—a deter $71.8 billion dollar budget (actual youth of the nation. Thia, in a
excellent senior.
Mrs.
Mary April meeting with Mrs. Mary period will open on April first and mination of the maximum amount ly $73.3 billions in requested ap
Creamer; excellent junior, Mrs. Avery as speaker for the after- all benefit payments will be bas^d of benefits whirh they will be en propriations). Everybody is being Savings Bank Life
Mnierva Marshall; manager, Mrs. noon will be at the home of Mrs. on earnings made during the titled to receive.
scared silly by the figure itself.
Shirley Bowley; treasurer, Mrs. Nettie Vinai.
with its Insurance Plan
In Maine, unemployment insur The Administration.
I calendar year 1956.
Mildred Gammon; protector, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Jefferson KimPreviously, only employers with ance is paid to eligible claimant "hair curling" talk, invites budget
Mildred Starrett; guard, Mrs.
- ■ - ■ -—-=r=.-^=—
= : eight of more employees were sub- for a period of 23 weeks, with a cutting. The Congress loses no Before Legislature
Clara Leach;
musician, Mrs.
TO LET
poet to the provisions of the Em- minimum payment of $6 and a opportunity either to talk or act
Savings bank life insurance,
•...................- ■ ■ i
ployment Security Law but on maximum payment of $30 weekly (the House has already cut re
proposed for Maine in a bill nowLOST AND FOUND FURN. Apt. to let—special—will january i, 1956. all employers —depending upon the earnings of quests of $10.3 billion by $660 mil being discussed in the Legisla
accommodate one or two adults. with as few as four or more work the claimant during his base lion). And John Q. Public is
ture, was originated in Massachu
FOUND: Brown
and Black! Central location. Bedroom, bath
period—which is the calendar year writing letters as he has seldom
Male Adult Shepherd-Setter Deg, kitchen bar etc., heated. Refer- ers became subject to the law.
setts in 1907 by the late Supreme
immediately
preceding
the
start
written
them
before.
37-?9 This gives unemployment insur
in South Warren. Under dog law. i ences. TEL. 1620.
Court Justice Louis D. Brandeis.
of
any
benefit
year.
There
are
two
kinds
of
results
|
Tel. ROCKLAND 1690.______ 36-38 ( UPSTAIRS Unfurn. Rent to let
ance protection to a very sizable
It was. he discovered, a way to
from this budget consciousness.
DARK and Light Horn Rimmed Five rooms and bath. Newly additional group of workers who
lower the cost of life insurance to
Boy's Glasses in tan colored case decorated.
No objection to chil- will become eligible for benefits MISCELLANEOUS The good side is the emphasis
thrifty buyers by substituting
’ost in vicinity of Gleason Street, dren. CHARLES L. CHASE. 172 for the first time in the new bene
given economy, which is a needed
Thomaston,
between
Catholic Camden Street. Tel. 756J. 36-3S
REUABLE Medium, full read emphasis in many areas of gov over the counter sales methods
fit
year.
The
i
commission
is
very
Church and Fish Street Wednes
for commissioned solicitors.
ing. Send birth date, 10 questions.
TWO Room Apt. to let. heat,
day.
Finder please call MRS water and elec., complete ki’chen- desirous that this new group of $2 06. MRS E. MERITHEW. 8o8 ernment.
Brandeis had concluded that the
The bad side is worth looking
GEORGE NEWBERT, Tel. Thom ette. All new. TEL. 492 or 1755. eligible workers clearly undn- Cypress Avenue, Ukiah. Callf-r
fundamental mission of both life
aston 1565.
36*38
at.
especially
since
few
people
37*39
36-tf stand that they are now eligible nia.
nsurance companies and savirgs
care to talk about it. One bad
Do YO|- XEEn HELP?
ONE Small Inexpensive Sunny to receive unemployment comhanks was the safe and profitable
WANTED
Room to let next to bath (bath pensation whenever they become Write to REV. RUTH MATHIAS effect could well be to talk our
shared with one person); ak*0' totally or partially unemployed and Marriage — Personal Counselor selves into a hysteria caused re investment and care, at minimum
GUNS wanted.
Will pay cash one large pleasant double room
Send five questions, stamped en cession. The fact is that, in terms expense, of funds contributed ln
for old guns.
SMITH TEXACO with private bath, meals if de have sufficient earnings to meet velope and donation to 827 Broad
small amounts. He reasoned that
of national income, or what thc
STATION. 700 Main Street, Tel sired. At the COPPER KETTLE, minimum requirements of the way. Everett, Mass.
35-tf
only minor change* ln their
economists
call
"gross
national
1739.
37-tf Mrs. French. Tel. 405-W.
33-38 law.
POSTING NOTICE
powers would make savings banks
product,
”
this
budget
is
no
worse,
WOMAN wanted for work at the
LARGE Room to let with.......................—
■■
After this date I will pay ONLY
deallv suited to sell life Insurance
no
larger
than
other
budgets.
And
Snack Bar, Route 1, Belfast kitchenette at 24 SCHOOL ST.. pa!I
niove Wednesday to Rock- those bills which I contract per"over
the counter" and thus save
Room and board if necessary. Nr Tel. 1418 J.
3638 port, where they have prehased sonally.
it ie balanced. Before one pro
he cost of solicitation.
experience needed. Apply in poi
March 19. 1957
HOUSE to let. Six rooms and the former Blaisdell house on
claims that we have passed the
son.
37" ba'h. Central. Adults onlv. TEL.
His plan was opposed strongly
„
LYMAN HASKELL
danger point in our budget he
35*3
OOUPLE wanted to work on 519-J.
35*37 Spruce street. The Kimballs will p,.|<,nrtship Maine.
by insurance companies and even
should
be
very
careful
to
have
poultry farm. rent, lights and wa
• vas regarded with skepticism by
THREE Room Furn. Apt. to let, be greatly missed in the town ac- Camp To 8eBi?’ aii To Sell'.'
this fact in mind.
ter furnished.
Apply in person priv. bath. cont. hot water. TEL tivities. Mrs. Kimball has been
Don't miss the all-state an
The second bad effect of irre tfficials of Massachusetts savings
ALBERT
HOFFSES.
Camden. 1623 or 7C8.
35*37 active in the musical events in the out-of-state readership of th
Nevertheless.
Brandeis
Maine.
36*38
sponsible
budget cutting talk is banks.
Baptist
Church
and
is
known
and
‘
Magazine
of
Maine
Classifi*
THREE Rm. Modern Apt. with
presented t othe legslartire a bill
,
, .
,
mx
Ads!
Onlv
lflr
n
word
$2
mini
Ads!
Only
10c
a
word.
$2
mini
SECOND
Hand
Typewriter bath to let. heated, elec, stove ,loved, for
that
the
American
people's
hopes
her original poems. The
mum. paid in advance. Interes. for really big cuts, and resulting permitting sale of life insurance
Desk in good condition wanted. and refrig.
ARTHUR JORDAN.
MRS. JOHNSON
TALBOT,
9 99 Camden Street. Tel. 1245 . 35-tf best wishes of friends go with ing to read, too: "Boat Mart” - tax reductions, will be unjustifi by savings banks and it wa* en
them.
"Flower Mart" — "Antiques" Sp-aice
Street,
Camden.
Tel.
acted in June. 1907.
APARTMENTS Available"Trades" — Etc. DOWN EAS'l ably raised. Let's look at the
CEdar 6-3645.
36*38 rooms with bath to let; also. 4
Maine savings bank officials
MAGAZINE,
Camden,
Maine.
budget
and
see
what
kind
of
cuts
MIDDLE Aged Woman wanted, rooms with bath; 5 rooms with
EGGS & CHICKS
don't expect a rush for the in
11
can
be
made,
and
at
what
price:
who would like heme. Keep bath; 3 rooms, furn.. with bath.
well; well: well;
house for elderly gentlemen in HASKELL and CORTHELL. Cam
81 cents of the budget dollar go surance if the Legislature enact*
EGGS wanted, brown or white;
If it is water you need, writ
country. Modern
conveniences den._______________________ 35-37
table eggs, small or surplus;
for defense, foreign aid. veterans the bill. Massachusetts insurance
R. W. DRINKWATER, Well Drill
Contract MRS. FOREST PEAS
TWO Rm. and Kitchenette Apt hatching eggs. Call or write. ing Contractor, P. O. Box 135 benefits, and interest on the na purchasers accepted the plan so
LEE. Washington.
32*37
ALBERT
QUINN.
Egg
Service.
to let. Furnished, heated. 55
tional debt; 7 cents go for agricul reluctantly that it took 26 years
36*40 Camden. Tel. 2768. Installmen
MASON work wanted, chimneys GRACE STREET. Tel. 823. 35-37 Rockland. Tel. 1536M.
plan
alao
available,
no
down
pa>
tural
programs; 12 cents cover to accumulate the first 100 mil
fireplaces, cellar floors, block
SEX-LINK Baby Chicks for
lions in life insurance In force. It
ONE 2 rm. unheated and un
foundations, also asphalt roofs furn. apt. to let, gas range and sale. U. S. Approved Pullorum ment necessary. Member of Nev everything else—general govern
and general carpentering. AL H&C water. Call 677 between 8 Typhoid Clean. A few open dates England end National Association ment (2c). labor, welfare, and took only seven years for the
We are able to book more work
banks to write another 100 mil
FRED NICKLES. Mason, Tel a. m. to 5.30 p. m. or COUSENS ln AFr11- Fcr h‘Rh
production now.
l-tl education (under 5c) natural re
969-M, P. O. Box 493.
23-tf ( REALTY. Tel. 1538.
lion. however, and now Massachu
and
low
mortality
these
birds
sources
(2c),
commerce
and
hous

32-tf
SAW Filing and Tool Grindinj.
can’t be beat. BYRON MILLS,
ALL kinds of old painted com
setts policy holders have more
UNFURN. Three Rm. Apt. with
ing
(2c).
promptly done. All work guaran
modes wanted.
I will pay $10 bath to let. Elec, stove and re- Waldoboro, Tel. TEmple 2-9334.
So. 81c is to be spent, really, to than 580 millions in savings bank
29-tf teed. R. F. and D. R. EATON. Tel
each for the lift top variety. Will
frig., thermostatic heat and hot
361-W, Rockland.____________ 106tl pay for past wars and to guard life insurance.
also pay top prices for all kinds water. TEL. 1616.
MAINE U. S. Approved pu.io
37-39
The successful operation of sav
Fly Northeast Airlines, connet
of old pine and maple furniture
against the threat of future wars.
_
,, ,------ ——-— - rum-typhiod clean sex-link chicks
made
lor
all
lines
FIVE Room Unfurn. Apt. to let f
weeklv hatches for the sea- tions
ings bank life insurance depart
in any quantity. Write or phone I’ith
Although
cut
can
be
made
in
this
hath
and
I»ro.
»„„nnrnh
Irom
weeK1
>
natenes
lor
tne
sea
large sunporch
W. J. FRENCH, 10 High Street with bath
son for sale. Let the big birds GIFFORDS. Rockland, Me. 8S-ti area, and although it is easy to ments in Massachusetts. Connect
31-tf
Camden, Maine, Tel. CEdar 6 TEL. 798.
lay the big eggs. DUTCH NECK CESSPOOLS AND SEPTIC TANKS
suggest that foreign aid be elimi icut and New York, where 393 of
FOUR Rm. Furn. Apt. to let. HATCHERY. Melville Davis, Tel.
3759.
15-tf
Cleaned, repaired and Installed
the country’s 532 mutual savings
priv.
entrance,
bath,
refrig.,
wash

Waldoboro TEmple 2-9480.
23-tf Automatic cleaning equipment nated. it is my conviction that to
DON’T Discard Your Old or
banks arc located, has attracted
er.
North
End.
Tel.
1397-M.
bold
out
to
the
taxpayer
the
car

Antique Furniture. Call H. JOHN
CLEMENTS CHICKS — Rugged, Free Inspection and estimates
35*37
nation-wide attention.
Bills to
NEWMAN for restoring and re"Maine-Bred” to live better, pro SANI SEPTIC SERVICE, locall) rot of huge budget cuts in this
TWO 3-rm. Unfurn. Apts, to let. duce better. Red-Rocks (Black owned snd oDerstsd T.1 Camdet area is the height of folly.
provide the same service have
finishing. 48 Masonic Street, Tel
1106M________________________ l-tf Oil heat.
Second floor. Adults Pullets), White Leghorns, Reds.
As for agricultural programs, been considered, but not enacted,
LOBSTERS wanted. Top prices only. Ref. required. 45 TALBOT Golden Crosses for laying flocks.
we
in Maine would like to see in Maine, Maryland, New Hamp
AVENUE
____________
29*31-tf
white
paid for good stock. REGAI
_____________________ Rocks for broilers and
these
expenditures drastically re shire, New Jersey and Rhode
LOBSTER CO., Rockland 1705.
FURNISHED Heated and Un- hatching
egge. Golden
Cross
duced. But both Republicans and Island. A similar toil! is now
152-t’ heated Apts, to let. V. F. Studley Cockerels for broilers. MaineDemocrats, though they may dif under consideration ln Pennsyl
WE BUY Scrap Iron, Metals Broadway. Tel. 1234. or 77 Park U. S. Approved Pullorum Clean.
Street. Tel. 8060.
29-tf j Prices reasonable — write CLERags and Batteries.
fer about the type of farm pro vania.
THREE Room Apartment on MENT CHICKS. INC., Route 33
MORRIS GORDON and SON
gram to be enacted, see no alter
(A) |
Mother nature allow* a man to
Leland Street
Rockland Main Street to let, unfurnished, I Winterport, Maine.
native in the immediate future to
11-tf
-- -----------ISOtf heated. TEL. 1870.
get to thinking he ia some pump
large scale agricultural programs,
FIVE Room Unfurnished Up
kin, and then sends a heavy frost.
except a hideous farm depression,
stairs Apt. to rent. TEL. 541. 2-ti
Clayt Bitler
that would engulf all.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
FIVE-Room Unfurnished Apart
ment to let, hot and cold wate
That leave* us with the 12c for
Wants To See Too About
supplied.
Located In Bicknei
every other part of government.
Block. Not heated. CHARLES E
Modern 2 Bay Texaco Station
There are many areas here where
Goodyear Tires
BICKNELL n. Realtor Phon.
You may Just not be setting the
cuts can and are being made. But
1647-W
32-t
Iron. Iodine and Vitamins Bi and
135-tf
Bs
you need for normal strength
the possible cuts are ln millions
FURN. and Unfurn Apt*, to let
For Lease
and energy. Try FERRIZAN tor
Adult*.
Inquire
ln
person
at
II
and
hundrtd*
of
millions,
but
not
30
days! FERRIZAN act* fart'
PAINTING and Paperhanging
106-tl
You must eat better—rest better
Miltons.
inside and out. all work positively JAME8 STREET.
EstaUishod
Business
On
Route
1
In
Camden
—look better—feel betterTHREE rm*. plus new full bath
guaranteed. Will furnish material.
I With these facts in mind,
stronger— more energetic—et
Work accepted Warren to Camden and new Youngrtown sink to let
yeur money refunded. Get
can sum up by saying that there
CALL ROCKLAND 1699 er CEdar 64271
Estimates free.
VAN B. RUS furn. or unfurn. Adult* pref. R<-f
FERRIZAN today —at a priee
nr* only three tantalizing
you can afford ion Tablet. »i j,
SELL. Phone S76M. Post Office required
Inquire la person at
35-tf

Classified

bring? action

Feel Tired, Wen-Oat,
Older than yen should?

Box 701. Rockland.

73-tf U JAMBS ST.

(or budget cutting: foreign aid, do*

lUtf

i
I
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MISS RUTH WOTTON WEDS

FINNISH-AMERICAN DANCE APRIL 6

WILLIAM MATHEW WILSON

TO BE HELD HERE FOR RED CROSS

IN LOVELY CEREMONY

A jitterbug contest, door prizes
free Finnish coffee service - plus
an adequate supply of outstand
ing local talent and toe-tingling
music . . .
Plans are shaping up swiftly
for a big whing-dinger of a Fin
nish-American entertainment-dance
coming up Saturday evening,
April 6, at the Rockland Commu
nity Building. All proceeds to go
directly to a world-wide and great
ly deserving organization, the
American Red Cross.
The spark behind the “time”
generates from a young matron
who epitomizes the old adage
that if something seems to need
doing ask a busy person. Helmi
Kilpinen is not only chairman of
the St. George Red Cross Drive,
but Helmi has eight children!
Being greatly interested in the
Red Cross and the tremendous
good work it does all over the
world, and also having a just
pride in her Finnish lineage and
the traditions which the Finnish
people have contributed to the

A social tea of interest to
Rockland friends was held recent
ly at the home of Professor Waldo
Kirkpatrick in Los Angeles, Calif.
Present were Mrs. Ethel Sleeper
Butler, formerly of South Thom
aston. and daughter. Mrs. Doro
thy Wilson, both now of Downey,
Calif., and Miss Louise Butler of
South Thomaston, who is spending
the winter with them. Also Mrs.
Lettie Tiipu of Rockland, who is
spending the winter with her
niece. Mis. Maerita Adams Kirk
Miss Mary Harriman is in patrick. formerly of Rockland
Bucksport called there by the and now a resident of Laguna
death of her sister. Mrs. Otis Beach, Calif. Mrs. Butler. Mrs.
Tripp and Miss Butler were old
Ginn.
classmates in the South Thomas
ton High School over 60 years ago.
Theta Rho Girls will have their
annual installation of officers
Rock’and Lady Lions will hold
Thursday night at the IOOF hall
an 8 o'clock meeting Wednesday
with Sandra Newman the install
night at the home of Mrs. Doris
ing officer assisted by Ruth Ann
Abbott. Old County Road. Hos
Jackson and Mrs. Madlene Jacktesses will be Mis. Ruth Fogarty,
son. Brenda McKinney will be in
Mrs. Vera Warner, Mrs. Ida
charge of refreshments.
Clark and Mrs. Peggy LcGassey.

Mr. and Mrs. Glendenning Rit-1
tenburg and Miss Marian Mos
man have returned home to Rock
land after a trip to New York and
Washington, the former represent
ing business and the latter pleas
ure. During their stay in the 1
Capital. Mr. and Mrs. Rittenburg
and Miss Mosman were honored
at a dinner party given at picture
sque Water Gate Inn on the
Potomac by Mr. and Mrs. Mil
lard Richmond.

Edwin Libby Relief Corps will
hold a dinner meeting Thursday
evening. Those planning to at
tend may call Mrs. Mae Cross for
reservations. The past presidents
will hold a meeting preceding the
regular meeting which will be
held in the G.A.R. hall following
the dinner.

Members of Golden Rod Chap
ter have been invited to meet with
Grace Chapter of Thomaston.
Wednesday evening March 27 at
7.30. There will be degree work
and refreshments served following
the meeting. The members and
their friends have also been invit
ed to attend a showing of slides
on the Holy Land by Mrs. Bessie
Frangedakis of Lewiston under
the auspices of Seaside Chapter of
Camden at the Chestnut Street
Baptist Church Sunday evening,
April 7 at 7.30. The collection at
this meeting will be’ for Seaside’s
ESTAP.L fund.

The Women’s Association of the
First Baptist Church will meet
Wednesday at 2 p. m. in the
church parlor.

Mrs. Blanche Widdecomb Chase
was honored at a post-nuptial
shower Friday evening at the
home of Mrs. Muriel Thurston at
her home on Frederick street. A
tiered wedding cake made by Mrs.
Millikent Rackliffe centered the '
attractively decorated table , at
which buffet lunch was served.
Among the invited guests were
Mrs.
Blanche Gardner,
Mrs.
Emma Hill, Mrs. Sarah Chaples,
Mrs. Frances Philbrook. Mrs.
Florence Young. Miss Charlotte
Cook, Mrs. Dorothy Baxter, Mrs.
Doris Jacobson Mrs. Bertha Bell,
Mrs. Audrey Teel, Mrs. Bessie
Corey, Mrs. Marjorie Argyle, Mis.
Betty Barram, Mrs. Marjorie
Bickmore. Mrs. Millicent Rackliffe
and Mrs. Agnes Young.

Mr. and Mrs. Murray Stanhope
and children, Betty, Nancy and
James of Dover Foxcroft, were
guests of Mrs. Ethel Coffin, Lawn
avenue on Sunday.

Mrs. Joyce Champlin, Mrs.
Irene Adolphsen, Captain Mary
Emery and Miss Eva Rogers mo
tored to Auburn Saturday to at
tend a district meeting of the
Business and Professional Wom
en's Club.

Social items, parties, weddings,
guests, all personal news for the
Courier-Gazette may be tele
I
phoned to Mrs. Margaret Winchen
!
baugh, Tel. 76, Rockland, or
left at her home, 161 Limerock
street.
tf

THE COFFEE POT
TUESDAY, MARCH 26
A New Taste Treat Created
For You To Enjoy
CHICKEN FLAM HARD
(Tender frying chicken cut in
serving pieces, baked with a
sauce of mushrooms and herbs
and served with tender young
broccoli and parsley boiled po
tatoes).
Also A IMet Item

Mrs. Joseph Mills and children
of Lisbon Falls were weekend
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Florian
Clark.
_____
The annual silver medal speech
contest sponsored by the Wornen’s Christian Temperance Union
by contestants from the six eighth
grade rooms will be held Wednes
day at 2 p. m. at the High School
auditorium.
Mrs. Norma Dor
man. county president will con
duct the contest. Parents, friends
and members are invited to at
tend.

Edward Miller, a student at the
Loomis School in Windsor. Conn.,
is spending his spring vacation
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
J Lawrence Miller.
Mrs. Florian Clark has returned
I to her Limerock street home after
being a medical patient at Knox
j Hospital.

FI

Bristol High Wins
MVL Acting Contest
Bristol High School, one of the

six member schools of the Medo
with the top honors in the circuit’s

Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Hunter of
Rockville announce the engagement of their daughter, Marjorie
L. Hunter to Maurice E. Payson,
Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. Maurice
E. Payson, Sr., of Camden
Miss Hunter is a graduate of

Rockport High School and is employed by Hunter Machine Co, of
Rockland.
j Mr. Payson is a graduate of
Camden High School and is employed by Hodgman & Co., Camden.

The W.C.T.U. met Friday afternoon with Mrs. Clara Emery. Wor-1
ship service was conducted by '
Mrs. Emma Hill on the theme, •
“Co-Laborers with God.” A pro- |
gram of temperance and missions
was presented by Mrs. Kate
Brawn. She spoke of the work of
the World s W.C.T.U., how they
are organized in over 60 countries
and are a great help to mission
aries in helping to educate the
people as to the evils of alcoholic
beverages and uphold the total
abstinence in their churches. Ev
ery union that contributes $5.00
and a subscription to the World’s
Work is called a Light Line
Union.
Mrs. Emma Hill told
some things of the missionary
work of the Conservative Baptist,
especially of their expansion pro
gram in Texas. Mrs. R. O. Johni
ston gave a very interesting talk
on the missionary work of the
Nazarenes. how they have gone
into the far corners of the world
with the gospel message, especial
ly the Cape Verde Islands and
New Guinea. Mrs. Johnston pre
sented all those present with a
copy of the Eastern edition of the
Herald Of Holiness. Mrs. Chloe
Mills rendered a solo, accompan
ied by Mrs. Nellie Magune at the
piano. Mrs. Norma Dorman spoke
briefly on the plan of work car
ried out by the Mission Society of
the Littlefield Memorial Baptist
Church. They have a prepared
program, the theme this year be
ing. “Precious Treasure.”
A
great deal of white cross work is
done foi- heth the home and
foreign land. They have special

programs with missionary Speak
Photo by Milton-Burr Studio
Mrs. William M. Wilson (Miss Roth Wotton)
ers and films demonstrating their
work. Their special objection is
Baskets of spring flowers, wood- and Mrs. James A. Wilson, Jr.,
to interest young women in mis
wardia ferns and candelabra dec ,New York City; Mr. and Mrs.
sions. Mrs. Clara Emery told i
Vinal Clark, Hartford, Conn.; Mr.
something of the labor of love ac- j orated the chancel of the Mount
and Mrs. Roland Anderson, Wil
complished by Dr. Mary Cushman Vernon Congregational Church in lard Putnam, Mr. and Mrs. Harlan
in establishing and carrying on the Boston, Saturday when Miss Ruth C. Higgins and Mrs. Phyllis Man
Medical
Mission at Chelesso, | Wotton became the bride of Wil ning, all of Millinocket; Mrs. Don
Africa, among the native people. liam Mathew Wilson, 280 Newbury ald P. Whitney and Miss Leila
The local union has a special in-! Street, Boston. Rev. Edwin P. Clark of Thomaston; Mr. and
terest in this mission and is send Booth, D.D. pastor of the ehurch Mrs. J. Wendell Russell of Lewis
ing a box of hospital supplies for performed the 2 o’clock ceremony. ton.
which donations were received. A A reception was held at the Har
A miniature of the wedding cake
special guest was Miss Leola vard Clut, of Boston. The decora was sent to the bridegroom’s
Pease of Augusta, representing tions were baskets of assorted grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Wil
the Maine Children’s Home. She spring flowers and pastel candles. liam Russell of Millinocket who
gave a brief account of the work
The bride given in marriage by were unable to attend. •
they are doing for homeless chil her father was very attractive in a
dren in the State, finding good street length sheath dress of Dior
homes for many adoptions. Fol blue silk taffeta, with portrait Woman's Church
lowing adjournment the hostess neckline, blue sandals and blue
Society Had
was assisted in serving refresh leaf and berry rap. She carried a
ments by Mrs. Norma Dorman cascade bcuquet of carnations and
Supper Meeting
and Mrs. Helen Gregory.
stephanotis centered with a white
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Off TRAFFIC
ACCIDENTS
•
MIM’IO MU
Read The Ourier-viazette

Good Thing They Wear

Heottk - Tex

Toddler Polo Shirts

•i

Gayest multi-color stripes for Spring. Providing new

Eton Suits
Trim white shirt Handsomely
tailored jacket in aolids,
fttripea, patterns. Color
matched elastic-back sus
pender shorts. Fine
washable fabrics.

excitement for that favored button-down collar, center
back-pleat and extra long shirt tails. In finest combed

Sizes 2, 3, 4

$3.98

A supper meeting of the Wom
an's Missionary Society and Jhe
Fidelis Missionary Society of the
Littlefield Memorial Church was
enjoyed on Thursday, March 21,1
in the church vestry. Members
of the Girls' Guild were special
guests.
Mrs, Katherine Cross and Mrs.
Vivian Lord were the hostesses.
Table decorations of pussywil
lows and pictures of missionaries,
were arranged by Mrs. Louise
Thomas.
An open evening session was
held following the supper. Mrs.
Vivian Lord, president of the
Woman's Missionary Society, pre
sided. Miss Barbara Young was
the soloist.
An impressive Love Gift Service
was presented by members of the
Girls’ Guild under the direction of
their leader, Mrs. Marie Thurs
ton. Special parts were taken by
Miss Pearl Flaherty, Miss Gladys
Kee and Miss Beverly Dorr, with
Miss Carol Cross at the piano.
The guest speaker was State
Vice President of Missions, Mrs.
Dorothy Bentley of Augusta.
She gave a most interesting
illustrated account of her recent
visit to Puerto Rico and Haiti.

Mr. and Mrs. Garland Day, Jr.,
and son Mark of Lisbon have been
visiting relatives in town.
Mrs. Fred Munroe and Mrs.
Glen Creamer were in Rockland
Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Genth
ner were in Augusta Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Clark of
West Franklin and Mr. and Mrs.

Permanent and

! TOPPERS

COATS'
All Wool Fabrics

GAY!!!

$29.95

Hair Fashion

Veftptft A JCeack

MARIANNE LUFKIN-- -- -- -- CLARA NASON

THE PETER PAN BEAUTY SHOP

431 MAIN ST.

TEL 996

Specialty Stoke

ROCKIAND, ME.

OVER ECONOMY CLOTHING STORE

STORE HOURS: 9 to 6. FRIDAYS 'TIL 9.

......

When people ask you to listen
to reason they expect you to lis
ten to their version of it.

Ladies’

Styled For You In a Carefree Way by

Seufc’i-C’uutc'a

Maine raised 43-14 million broil
ers in 1956. This was three per
cent of the national total.

Telephone TEmple 2-9291

Sizes 1, 2, 3

Sizes 2, 3, 4, 6, 8
$1.00, $1.59

Harold Clark were in Newtonvi'.le,
Mass., to attend the funeral serv
ices of their brother, Dana Clark.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Packard
of Warren were guests Saturday
of Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Crowell.
Mias Nancy Miller has retuined
to Boston after visiting her moth
er, Mrs. W. H. Brooks, Jr.
Mrs. Celia Gross of Gorham
spent the weeknd with her sister,
Mrs. G. H. Coombs, and brother,
Herman Nash.
Mrs. William Bragg. Jr., Sharon
and Charlotta of Farmington and
Miss Virginia Grey of Lisbon
were Sunday guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Elroy Gross.
Mr. and Mrs. Gross were in
Warren Saturday.
Mrs. Mae Gruhn and sons Fran
cis and Harold were in Rockland
reoently.

The Bristol play, a character
study, included a cast made up of
Frank Gamage, Robert Tibbetts,
Kathleen Foster, Georgia Young,
Arthur Young, Virginia Blaisdell,
Martha Webster and Judith Foesett.
Included in the competition were
groups from St. George, Appleton,
Warren, Union, Rockport and
Bristol.
Other plays in the contest in
cluded: “No Greater Love" by a
Warren High cast, "Trifles” by a
group of St. George High thes
pians, and "Who’s Boss” by the
Appleton High play group.
Arrangements were made by the
MVL committee including Ernest
Ratten, Mrs. Bernice Robbins and
Mrs. Gladys Lewis. Judge was
Albert Weymouth, Jr., Crosby
High English instructor.
Bristol High's trophy and the
plaques were presented by Fred
erick Richards, Rockport High
School principal and president of
the MVL.

MRS. RENA CROWELL
Correspondent

With a New

$1.00

One Act Play Contest Friday night
at the Union High School’s Thomp-,
son Memorial Gym, for the sec
ond straight year.
Bristol presented a talented cast
of characters in a play entitled
"Elizabeth,” which was directed
by Gladys Lewis, faculty coach
to the young thespians.
Brenda Spear, who played the
leading role in the Rockport High
play "High Window” portrayed an
old lady in a wheel chair whose
husband died under mysterious
circumstances. She was awarded
the best actress plaque.

Best actor plaque was presented
to Roy Gould of Union High School
who held thc leading role in "Love
Hits Wilbur,” a comedy farce
that portrays a 13 year old boy
who at first shuns girls to the con
sternation of his mother and then
falls head over heals in love, put
ting his mother in an absolute di
lemma. At first believing he will
be a bachelor, she then fears he
will be married by the time he ia
18.

WALDOBORO

GO

Come tec more new Ship’n Shore blouse'.!

STORE HOURS: 9 to 8. FRIDAYS 'TIL 9.

orchid.
The maid of honor, Miss Mary
Wotton. sister of the bride, wore a
ballerina street length dress of
beige silk taffeta, portrait neckline,
bronze pumps. She carried a cas
cade bouquet of carnations, steph
anotis and sweet peas.
The bride's mother wore a two
piece pearl grey silk shahtung
sheath dress, lilac flowered, with
white accessories, and orchid cor
sage. The bridegroom’s mother
wore a two piece aqua shantung
sheath dress, grey accessories and
orchid corsage.
David L. Connell of Boston was
best man. The ushers were Otis
E. Pound of Boston, and John D.
Geary of Roslindale, Mass.
The couple left by car for a wed
ding trip of unannounced destina
tion. The bride’s traveling en
semble was a off-white linen dress,
black and white tweed coat, black
and white accessories, and white
orchid corsage. On their return
they will reside at 74 The Fenway,
Boston.
The bride is the daughter of Mrs. 1
Dorothy Whitney Wotton of 60
Clearway Street, Boston and Rockand, and Charles C. Wotton of
Owls Head. She is a graduate of
Rockland High School, Fisher
Junior College, Boston, Academy
Moderne,' Boston and attended
Bixby Business School, St. Peters
burg, Fla. She is affiliated with
the Fisher Junior College Alumnae
and employed at the Junior League
of Boston.
The bridegroom, the son of Mr.
and Mrs. James A. Wilson, Milli
nocket, is a graduate of Stearns
High School and attended Colby
College, Ricker College and Bryant
and Stratton, Boston. He served
in both World War II and the
Korean War. He is employed at
the U. S. Post Office Dept., Boston.
Out-of-town guests were: Mr.

Fine 2-ply combed cotton
knit shirts with snap-fastened
shoulder opening for quick
dressing. Washable, wear
well, look neat. Spring
solids, stripes, patterns.

cotton broadcloth — exquisitely washable. Sizes 2S to 3ft.
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mak Valley League, walked off

Jackson-White photo

Miss Marjorie L. Hunter

Ivy League
\ multi-color
shirt
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culture of our America, It seemed
a natural opportunity for combin
ing the two,
A trek into town the other day
revealed that Rockland is populated with some very delightful and
philanthropically minded citizens.
Put out an effort for a worthwhile
cause and they are behind you
100 per cent.
Leaving the breakfast disihes
soaking in the sink, the cat and
dog sitting forlornly on the door
step and the littlest one stashed
happily away at Nanny’s, I hopped
into thc Kilpinen family wagon
with Helmi and we headed toward
Rockland with the same feeling
of “What now?” expectancy one
experiences when starting out on
a vacation to unknown parts.
The names of some of the peo
ple with whom we talked and
their contributions will be forth
coming in a future issue of The
Courier-Gazette.
Right now there are more of
those inevitable breakfast dishes
waiting in the sink!
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